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Abstract
For the electro-optic measurement of electron bunch profiles at FLASH a ro-
bust ytterbium doped fibre laser (YDFL) system has been developped consist-
ing of a laser oscillator and a two-staged amplifier. The oscillator is designed
to meet the specifications of high reliability and low noise operation. The am-
plifier makes use of tailored nonlinearity to enhance the spectral bandwidth of
the output laser pulses. Active repetition rate control enables sub-picosecond
synchronisation of the laser to the accelerator reference RF. Using a two-stage
gating scheme the output pulse train repetition rate is adopted to the accelera-
tor repetition rate. An experimental site used for electro-optic electron bunch
diagnostics has been redesigned to support single-shot bunch profile measure-
ments based on spectral decoding. An exisiting bunch profile monitor with
a similar laser system was upgraded and electro-optic bunch profile measure-
ments were conducted, allowing for a comparison with measurements done with
other longitudinal electron bunch diagnostics and with former measurements.

Ytterbium fibre laser, electro-optic effect, longitudinal electron bunch diag-
nostic, linear accelerator, FLASH



Zusammenfassung
Für die elektro-optische Messung der Ladungsverteilung von Elektronenpake-
ten bei FLASH wurde ein Ytterbium-dotiertes Faserlaser-System bestehend
aus einem Oszillator und einem zweistufigen Verstärker gebaut und in Betrieb
genommen. Das Design des Oszillators wurde auf einen zuverlässigen Betrieb
und sub-picosekunden-genaue Synchronisation hin optimiert. Der Verstärker
nutzt kontrolliert auftretende Nichtlinearitäten zur Verbreiterung des opti-
schen Spektrums. Eine aktive Regelung der Pulswiederhohlrate des Oszillators
ermöglicht eine phasenstarre Kopplung desselben an die Referenzfrequenz des
Beschleunigers. Mithilfe eines zweistufigen Pulswählverfahrens kann die Puls-
wiederhohlrate des Lasersystems auf die Wiederhohlrate des Beschleunigers
angepasst werden. Eine Experimentierstation für elektro-optische Strahldia-
gnose wurde umgebaut, um spektral dekodierte Einzelschussmessungen zu er-
möglichen. Ein zweiter Strahlmonitor mit einem ähnlichen Lasersystem wurde
erweitert, mit dem elektro-optische Messungen an Elektronenpaketen durch-
geführt wurden, die mit anderen Messmethoden der longitudinalen Diagnostik
und auch älteren Messungen verglichen werden können.

Ytterbium-Faserlaser, Pockelseffekt, Elektro-optische Strahldiagnose, Lon-
gitudinales Ladungsprofil, Linearbeschleuniger, FLASH, ultrakurze Elektro-
nenpakete
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Optical lasers have started a technical revolution in the last five decades. From
micromachining and laser welding to optical data networks, from atom traps
to inertia fusion - lasers play a key role. Different developments have taken
place since the advent of the laser in 1960: More different laser media were
found, providing access to an ever larger wavelength range. Pulsed lasers were
invented, reaching for higher peak powers in ever shorter times. Since the
realisation of modelocked lasers pulse durations on the order of ten fs (1 fs
=10−15 s) were available, and with the technique of high harmonic generation
pulse durations in the attosecond range (1 as = 10−18 s) have been realised.
Another line of development has followed the industrial demands for a high
reliability of lasers. Though of inferior performance in terms of pulse duration,
the environmental stability and excellent beam quality make fibre lasers a
valuable alternative to bulk-optic solid state lasers especially for cw operation.
Pulsed fibre lasers have become of major interest due to their application in
optical data networks which lead to drastically increasing data transmission
rates in long-haul telecommunication networks over the last two decades which
in turn lead to a price decline of fibre laser components.

However not directly accessible with conventional lasers is the wavelength
range extending from the deep UV to shorter wavelengths as no appropriate
gain media exist. High harmonic generation suffers from low efficiency. For
the deep UV and soft x-ray region, highest brilliance (photons per time, solid
angle and relative bandwidth) is achieved with accelerator based light sources.
These fourth generation light sources rely on highly relativistic, short electron
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bunches that are guided through an undulator, a magnetic structure forcing the
electron bunch on a wavelike trajectory. The electron bunch starts to emit syn-
chroton radiation at each bend according to the undulator design wavelength
which induces an energy modulation on the electron bunch (microbunching).
This leads to a coherent emission of light pulses with a high peak brilliance
and a tunable wavelength depending on the undulator design and the electron
bunch energy. This self-enhancing process is called SASE (Self Amplification
of Spontaneous Emission).

FLASH, the free-electron laser at Hamburg, is such a high-gain SASE-FEL
where the light pulses are produced and amplified in a single pass through the
undulator. It is capable of producing light pulses with a central wavelength
of 4.12 nm, an average pulse energy of 70 µJ and a duration of tens of fem-
toseconds. High-quality, compressed electron bunches with a typical length
of ≈ 100 fs and a peak current of more than 1 kA with minimal emittance
are needed. This challenging task can only be fulfilled with linear accelera-
tors. Well designed diagnostics are needed to set up the accelerator for SASE
conditions. The most precise longitudinal diagnostic tool in use at FLASH for
several years by now is the transverse deflecting structure (TDS) which enables
the measurement of electron bunches as short as 25 fs. However, it is desirable
to have single-shot, non-invasive electron bunch diagnostics at one’s disposal.
Such a diagnostic device can be build utilising the electro-optic effect which is
the induced birefringence in an optically active crystal by an external electric
field.

Former electro-optic bunch profile measurements successfully reconstructed
electron bunches profiles as short as 60 fs with the single-shot technique of
electro-optic temporal decoding (EOTD) [75]. However, EOTD requires the
use of a large-scale, mJ class fs laser system. A different approach was cho-
sen to design a reliably working, parasitic single-shot electron bunch monitor
deploying the technique of electro-optic spectral decoding (EOSD) [12]. The
laser pulses used for EOSD need to have a large optical bandwidth while the
actual pulse duration is not of cardinal interest which makes fibre lasers a
candidate for this task.

In this thesis, an ytterbium-doped fibre laser system was built and comis-
sioned that fullfills the specifications of pulse energy, spectral bandwidth, low
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noise operation, and reliability, starting from a prototype designed earlier [83].
The oscillator was designed to allow for long-time synchronisation to the ac-
celerators reference frequency. A two-stage amplifier design including pulse
pickers enables a variety of output repetition rates and pulse durations to ac-
comodate different electro-optic setups. Furthermore electron bunch profile
measurements using the already existing, upgraded electron bunch monitor
downstream the first bunch compressor have been conducted.

This thesis is structured as follows: A chapter on the fundamental concepts
covers the laser pulse propagation in optical fibres, gives some information
about rare-earth fibre lasers with an emphasis on the actual system presented
in this thesis, and the electro-optic electron bunch detection. The next chap-
ter deals with FLASH and the longitudinal diagnostics used in the accelerator.
Then the experimental setup of the laser system and the two electro-optic
measurent stations at FLASH is delineated, followed by a chapter on the char-
acterisation of the laser system and a chapter on electro-optic measurements
at FLASH. To conclude, a summary and an outlook are given.
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Chapter 2

Fundamental Concepts

This chapter is meant to provide a basic understanding of the theoretical back-
ground of the laser system built and the electron bunch diagnostic scheme used
in this thesis. In the first part the technical realisation of a lightwave guide
is described and the propagation of light pulses in optical fibres is discussed.
The linear and nonlinear effects occuring in fibres are introduced. The second
part deals with rare earth fibre lasers, with a strong emphasis on ytterbium
doped fibre lasers including the mechanism of pulse formation. The third part
is dedicated to the Pockels effect and its application to electron bunch analysis
which is the subject of this thesis. Also different experimental realisations are
introduced here.

2.1 Light in Waveguides

To provide a sound base for the discussion of the nonlinear effects that oc-
cur when a short pulse travels through an optical fibre, a general propagation
equation is derived (called the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation, NLS) from the
wave equation that is obtained from the Maxwell equations. Then, disregard-
ing nonlinearities in the first place, the pulse evolution governed by the chro-
matic dispersion is treated, and the concept of chirped pulses is introduced.
As a second step, the self-phase modulation (SPM) as the most important
nonlinear effect occuring in this thesis is treated. The effect of cross-phase
modulation (XPM) is also discussed. All considerations made in this section
are based on [4] unless otherwise noted.

7
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of a step-index fibre. Only the core and the cladding are
shown, coating and jacket follow outwards for fibre protection. r: radius, a:
core radius, n: index of refraction, n1: ...of the cladding, nC : ...of the core.
Cladding waves are highly damped, only the guided wave is transmitted.

2.1.1 Concept of a Waveguide

An optical waveguide relies on the total internal reflection of a light wave on
the boundary layer of a fibre core to a cladding that has a different index of
refraction (see fig. 2.1). The core radius a and the difference of the indices
of refraction of the core nC and the cladding n1 define the angle under which
light can be coupled into the fibre (the numerical aperture, NA). Light that
is coupled into the fibre under a larger angle will leave the core and become a
cladding wave which is highly damped. Only the guided wave is transmitted
over a considerable distance. Around the cladding a coating and a jacket follow
for protection. Fibres made from fused silica - the industry standard - have
losses of lower than 0.5 dB/km for light of a wavelength of 1.55 µm. This loss
is limited by the fundamental Rayleigh (material) scattering process. There
is a multiplicity of different fibres availabe. Among these, graded-index fibres
are used for multimode (MM) fibres allowing guidance for light of different
wavelengths. Single-mode (SM) fibres only transmit the fundamental mode
of light of the design wavelength (see 2.1.3). Polarisation maintaining (PM)
fibres allow for the transmittion of a certain polarisation state. Furthermore,
several kinds of doped fibres have been created to realise active elements such
as amplifiers giving way to all-fibre lasers.
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2.1.2 The Wave Equation

Light is an electro-magnetic wave, the starting point for all considerations in
the chapter are the Maxwell equations, given in their differential form, with
the usual variable names, and the material equations:

∇ ·D = ρ (2.1a)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.1b)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

(2.1c)

∇×H = j +
∂D
∂t

(2.1d)

D = ε0E + P (2.1e)

B = µ0H + M (2.1f)

Here, P stands for the electric polarisation, M for the magnetisation (which
is zero in the case of a non-magnetisable glass fibre), and ε0 and µ0 are the
electric and magnetic permeability, respectively. By taking the rotation of eq.
2.1c on both sides, replacing B by µ0H using the second material equation, and
the rotation of H on the right side using eq. 2.1d with j = 0, and subsequent
substition of D using the first material equation, one arrives at

∇× (∇× E) = −µ0ε0
∂2E
∂t2
− µ0

∂2P
∂t2

. (2.2)

The polarisation P describes the response of any dielectric to electromagnetic
waves and becomes nonlinear for intense electromagnetic fields. Its nonlin-
earity originates from an anharmonic response of the electrons bound to the
atoms when an external field is applied. It can be expanded into a series to
satisfy the general relation

P = ε0
(
χ(1) ·E + χ(2):EE + χ(3)...EEE + . . .

)
. (2.3)

The second-order susceptibility χ(2) (a tensor of rank 2+1) is only non-zero
for a medium that does not possess inversion symmetry on a molecular level
(optically anisotropic media). It is responsible for effects like second harmonic
generation (SHG), sum frequency generation (SFG) or the Pockels effect (the
linear electro-optic effect, in distinction to the quadratic electro-optic effect
or Kerr effect). Optical fibres are made of fused silica which has an inversion
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centre (it is optically isotropic). As χ(2) becomes zero, χ(3) (a tensor of rank
3+1) needs to be considered. There are nonlinear effects resulting in the cre-
ation of new frequencies (third harmonic generation, THG, four-wave mixing,
FWM, and self-steepening) which are not considered in this thesis. Through
χ(3) the refractive index becomes intensity dependent (named nonlinear refrac-
tion) which causes self-phase modulation (SPM, see sec. 2.1.7) or cross-phase
modulation (XPM, sec. 2.1.8) which is of importance for the pulse formation
in the presented laser system (see sec. 2.2.8).

To further evaluate eq. 2.2, the polarisation is split in a linear and a non-
linear part, where only χ(3) is considered for the nonlinear polarisation.

P = ε0
(
χ(1) ·E + χ(3)...EEE + . . .

)
≈ PL + PNL (2.4)

Using the general relation ∇× (∇×A) = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A for any vector A

with ∇ ·E = 0 in optical fibres for the electric field vector E and 1/c = ε0µ0,
c the velocity of light, we arrive at the general wave equation:

∇2E− 1

c2

∂2E
∂t2

= µ0
∂2PL

∂t2
+ µ0

∂2PNL

∂t2
. (2.5)

Starting with this equation, the propagable transversal modes are considered
in the next section. Having established a mode distribution, a general propa-
gation equation will be derived.

2.1.3 Transversal Fibre Modes

The modes a fibre can sustain depend on the design parameters, namely, the
core radius a and the refractive indices n1 of the core and nc of the cladding.
Owing to the cylindric symmetry we start with a homogenised form (P = 0)
of the wave equation 2.5 in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) in frequency space.

∂2Ẽ

∂ρ2
+

1

ρ

∂Ẽ

∂ρ
+

1

ρ2

∂2Ẽ

∂φ2
+
∂2Ẽ

∂z2
+ n2k2

0Ẽ = 0 (2.6)

Here, k0 denotes the vacuum wave number k0 = ω/c0 = 2π/λ0 and Ẽ is the
Fourier transform of the electric field according to

E(r, t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞
Ẽ(r, ω) exp(−iωt)dω. (2.7)
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And similar for H(r, t). As both H and E satisfy the Maxwell equations
2.1a-2.1d, only two components are independent (Ẽz and H̃z, the longitudinal
components of the electric and the magnetic field are taken), and the wave
equation is solved by separation of variables

Ẽz(r, ω) = A(ω)F (ρ) exp(imφ) exp(iβz). (2.8)

with A only depending on the frequency, β = β(ω) the propagation constant,
m an integer, and F (ρ) a solution to

dF

dρ2
+

1

ρ

dF

dρ
+

(
n2k2

0 − β2 − m2

ρ2

)
F = 0, (2.9)

where n is the refractive index nc for ρ > a and n1 for ρ < a. A phys-
ically meaningful solution to this is found in the Bessel function F (ρ) =

Jm(
√

(n2
1k

2
0 − β2) ρ) in the core and an exponentially decaying modified Bessel

function F (ρ) = Km(
√

(β2 − n2
ck

2
0) ρ) in the cladding. With the boundary con-

ditions that Ẽ and H̃ need to be continuous at ρ = a an eigenvalue equation
can be formulated. It is solved by many combinations of Jm and Km, denoted
as βmn, where each pair of m,n corresponds to a specific mode in the fibre.
We restrict ourselves to the investigation of fibres only allowing for one mode
(single-mode fibres, SMF). This fundamental mode turns out to be the HE11

mode which has non-zero electric field components in all three directions. Of
these, either the x or y component dominates, while the z component is neg-
ligible. Single mode fibre can thus sustain two orthogonally polarised modes
which are mathematically degenerate but in practice have different propaga-
tion velocities due to fibre imperfections. There are polarisation-maintaining
fibres (PM) that break the symmetry purposly. If the light is polarised along
the x-axis we find for the electric field of the HE11 fundamental mode

Ẽ(r, ω) = x (A(ω)F (x, y) exp(iβ(ω)z)) , (2.10)

with the transverse component inside the core being

F (x, y) = J0(
√

(n2
1k

2
0 − β2)ρ) ≈ exp(−(x2 + y2)/w2), (2.11)

and exponentially decaying outside the core. The frequency dependence of the
propagation constant β(ω) results from the variation of the refractive indices
n1 and nc (chromatic dispersion, see 2.1.6) and the frequency dependence of
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Figure 2.2: Intensity profiles of different fibre modes. Shown are superpositions
of basic modes (see text) denoted as longitudinally polarised (LP) modes LPm,l
wherem, l count the radial and azimuthal knots (taken from [24]). In this thesis
only fibres supporting the LP01 mode are regarded.

p =
√

(n2
1k

2
0 − β2) (refered to as waveguide dispersion). In the case of light of

the wavelength regarded in this thesis (1030 nm), the latter can be neglected:
far away from the zero-dispersion wavelength (about 1.3 µm for fused silica),
the chromatic dispersion always dominates. The exact solution in eq. 2.11 is
approximated by a width adapted gaussian shape.

To decide whether light of a given wavelength λ propagates through a given
fibre in one or more modes, the concept of the normalised frequency V is
helpful.

V = k0aNA = 2π/λa
√
n2

1 − n2
c (2.12)

NA denotes the numerical aperture of the fibre core which can be expressed
by the difference of the squares of the refractive indices of the core and the
cladding and a is the radius of the core. A critical normalised frequency Vc
can be obtained using J0(Vc) = 0 with J0 the lowest-mode Bessel function,
corresponding to Vc ≈ 2.405. If V becomes lower than Vc (the wavelength of
the launched light higher than λc obtained using 2.12) only the HE11 mode
can propagate through the fibre. Any other mode is below cutoff. In a given
fibre that is designed to be single-mode for a specific wavelength, light with a
considerably lower wavelength will propagate in different modes that overlap.
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The fibre becomes a multi-mode fibre. On the other hand, V can not be made
arbitrarily small as bending losses then grow even for the guided mode.

In weakly guiding fibres (with a small refractive index difference, nc−n1 ≈
0.003), the different basic modes (longitudinal and horizontal, magnetic and
electric) are degenerate and linear superpositions are regarded. The fundamen-
tal mode HE11 found above corresponds to the LP01 mode, where LP stands for
linearly polarised, and the subscripts l, m count radial and azimuthal knots.
In fig. 2.2, the intensity profiles of different modes are shown (taken from [24]).

2.1.4 Derivation of the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation

The goal of this section is to derive a general equation that describes the prop-
agation of optical pulses in a dispersive fibre, taking all important nonlinear
effects into account. The starting point is eq. 2.5. Some assumptions can
be made when pulses longer than 1 ps are of interest. First, pulses of this
length have a peak power that does not change the refractive index by a large
amount (< 10−6). Thus, the nonlinear polarisation PNL can be treated as a
small perturbation to PL. Second, these pulses do not have extremely broad
optical spectra (if the field is centered around ω0, and ∆ω is the spectral width,
∆ω
ω0

<< 1) and are thus treated to be quasi-monochromatic. Third, the polari-
sation is assumed to stay constant over the fibre length, and fourth, the slowly
varying enveloppe approximation (SVEA) is used to seperate the rapid field
oscillation from the pulse enveloppe evolution resulting in

E(r, t) =
1

2
x̂
[(

E(r, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Slowly varying

exp(−iω0t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rapid oscillation

)
+ c.c.

]
. (2.13)

Here, x̂ denotes the polarisation unit vector, and E(r, t) is the slowly varying
function. The polarisation components are expressed similarly by

P L(r, t) =
1

2
x̂ [(PL(r, t) exp(−iω0t)) + c.c.] (2.14a)

PNL(r, t) =
1

2
x̂ [(PNL(r, t) exp(−iω0t)) + c.c.] . (2.14b)

The first goal is to find expressions for PL and PNL in terms of the slowly
varying function E(r, t) (or its Fourier transform). This is done using eq. 2.4.
For the nonlinear part it is assumed that the material answer to the excitation
by the electric field is instantaneous which is justified for pulses of≥ 1 ps length
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(The time scale of the vibrational response in fused silica is about 60 fs). This
assumption leads to

PNL(r, t) = ε0χ
(3)...E(r, t)E(r, t)E(r, t). (2.15)

When evaluating this using eq. 2.13 a term with the third-harmonic oscillation
frequency 3ω0 occurs which is omitted as this requires phase matching which
generally is negligible in optical fibres. It results in

PNL(r, t) ≈ ε0εNLE(r, t) (2.16)

where the nonlinear contribution is expressed using

εNL =
3

4
χ(3)|E(r, t)|2. (2.17)

With this, a wave equation for the slowly varying function can be obtained.
Formulated in frequency space, this wave equation can be solved by separation
of variables, resulting in an equation for the mode distribution F (x, y) and one
for the enveloppe function Ã(z, ω):

∂2F

∂x2
+
∂2F

∂y2
+ [ε(ω)k2

0 − β̃]F = 0 (2.18a)

2iβ0
∂Ã

∂z
+ (β̃2 − β2

0)Ã = 0, (2.18b)

where the dielectric constant ε(ω) contains the linear contribution as well as
the nonlinear part from eq. 2.17. The mode distribution for the fundamental
mode has been found to be approximated by a gaussian in chapter 2.1.3. In a
similar approach, the wave number β̃ is found by solving using the eigenvalue
equation 2.18a. In a pertubative Ansatz, the mode distribution is found for
ε = n2. The mode distribution is not changed by then including the nonlinear
contribution ε = n2 + 2nδn, but the eigenvalues β̃ become

β̃(ω) = β(ω) + ∆β(ω). (2.19)

The wavenumbers can be used to rewrite 2.18b as
∂Ã

∂z
= i[β(ω) + ∆β(ω)− β0]Ã. (2.20)

The wavenumber can be evaluated around ω0 yielding

β(ω) = β0 + (ω − ω0)β1 +
1

2
(ω − ω0)2β2 +

1

6
(ω − ω0)3β3 + . . . (2.21a)

with βm =

(
dmβ

dωm

)
ω=ω0

for m = 1, 2, . . . . (2.21b)
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Due to the assumption of quasi-monochromatic pulses, the expansion series
can be cropped after the quadratic term. A similar expansion is used for ∆ω

where only the leading term ∆β0 is used for the same reason. With these
simplifications, eq. 2.20 can be transformed by the fourier transformation

A(z, t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Ã(z, ω − ω0) exp(i(ω − ω0)t)dω (2.22)

during which (ω−ω0) is replaced by i(∂/∂t) resulting in an equation for A(z, t)

∂A

∂z
+ β1

∂A

∂t
+
iβ2

2

∂2A

∂t2
= i∆β0A. (2.23)

The parameter ∆β0 on the right side contains the fibre losses and the nonlin-
ear refractive index n2 and is the leading term of the wavenumber eigenvalue
adaptation from eq. 2.18b. It can be expressed by

∆β0 =
iα

2
+ γ(ω0)|A|2 (2.24)

with the nonlinear parameter γ

γ(ω0) =
n2(ω0)ω0

cAeff
. (2.25)

Aeff can be calculated from the mode distribution F (x, y) and equals πw2 if the
gaussian approximation is used (with w being the width of the fitted gaussian).
The term containing α describes fibre losses, while the nonlinearities caused by
the intensity depending refractive index n2 are contained in the γ parameter.
Eq. 2.23 can then be rewritten as

∂A

∂z
+ β1

∂A

∂t
+
iβ2

2

∂2A

∂t2
+
α

2
A = iγ(ω0)|A|2A. (2.26)

This equation describes the propagation of picosecond pulses through a single
mode optical fibre including fibre losses and nonlinearities as well as chro-
matic dispersion effects. The pulse enveloppe travels with the group velocity
(β1 = 1/vg) and broadens due to the group velocity dispersion (β2 is the GVD
parameter). A coordinate transformation T = t− z/vg = t− β1z, translating
the time coordinate into the restframe moving with the pulse, and by omitting
the loss term, the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (NLS) is yielded:

i
∂A

∂z
+
iα

2
A− β2

2

∂2A

∂T 2
+ γ |A|2A = 0. (2.27)
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The NLS permits to study third-order nonlinear effects and is suitable for
the investigation of so-called optical solitons. Solitons are shape conserving
solutions of the NLS that can propagate in a fibre whos GVD index is smaller
than zero (β2 < 0). The chromatic dispersion is then balanced by the nonlinear
self-phase modulation. Solitons are important for telecommunication networks.

If even shorter pulses are to be investigated, an extended version of the
NLS can be derived. The assumption of quasi-monochromatic pulses needs to
be relaxed, and higher order terms of the wavenumber expansion will enter
the equation. Also the delayed material response to the exciting electric field
needs to be reconsidered, leading to Raman scattering. For pulses as short as
100 fs, the following equation known as the extended NLS can be given [4]:

∂A

∂z
+
α

2
A+

iβ2

2

∂2A

∂T 2
−β3

6

∂3A

∂T 3
= iγ

(
|A|2A+

i

ω0

∂

∂T
(|A|2A)−TRA

∂|A|2
∂T

)
. (2.28)

Where the term containing β3 is included from the expansion of the propa-
gation constant and governs the effect of third order dispersion (TOD). This
becomes important as the bandwidth of the short pulses increases. The term
proportional to 1/ω0 is responsible for the effect of self-steepening. TR denotes
the first moment of the nonlinear response function and induces the nonlinear
Raman frequency shift and the intrapulse Raman scattering.

2.1.5 Applying the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation

It can be useful to focus on one aspect of the pulse propagation in the first
place and then broaden the scope successively. For an estimation which effects
are important in a given setup, length scales according to the single terms in
eq. 2.27 can be defined. By defining a time scale normalised to the width of
the input pulse T0 according to

τ =
T

T0

=
t− z/vg
T0

(2.29)

and introducing a normalised amplitude U(z, τ)

A(z, τ) =
√
P0 exp (−αz/2)U(z, τ) (2.30)

(P0 is the peak power of the pulse) equation 2.27 can be rewritten as

i
∂U

∂z
=

sgn(β2)

2LD

∂2U

∂τ 2
− exp (−αz)

LNL
|U |2 U . (2.31)
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Here, sgn(β2) = ±1 depending on the sign of the GVD parameter. Also the
dispersion length LD and the nonlinear length LNL have been introduced:

LD =
T 2

0

|β2|
, LNL =

1

γP0

. (2.32)

With these length scales, an estimation can be made which effects govern
the pulse evolution in the fibre of length L. Four different cases have to be
considered:

1. L << LD and L << LNL: In this regime, neither an influence of the
dispersion nor of the self-phase modulation has to be considered. The
pulse maintains its shape while it propagates through the fibre. This is
the case for long pulses with a low peak power (T0 > 100 ps, P0 < 1 mW).

2. L ≈ LD and L << LNL: In this regime, the effects of group velocity
dispersion (GVD) govern the pulse evolution. The second term on the
right side of eq. 2.31 can be neglected. A detailed study on this case can
be found in the next section, as the GVD parameter at the considered
wavelengths of 1030 nm is generally larger than at wavelengths used for
telecommunication purposes (around 1550 nm). This regime is encoun-
tered for pulses of low peak power (P0 << 1 W) but with a considerable
spectral bandwidth corresponding to pulse durations around 1 ps.

3. L << LD and L ≈ LNL: If the launched pulses are rather long (T0 >

100 ps), but the peak power is in the region of 1 W or more, a regime in
which dispersive effects can be neglected is entered. The left term in eq.
2.31 can be neglected. The pulse propagation is governed by the effect of
self-phase modulation (SPM) which leads to new spectral components.
An investigation is presented in section 2.1.7.

4. L ≈ LD and L ≈ LNL: Qualitatively new effects occur in the interplay
of dispersion and SPM. The sign of the GVD parameter plays a key role,
for β2 < 0, the fibre can support optical solitons. These can be of help
for understanding the pulse propagation in the presented stretched-pulse
laser system.
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2.1.6 Dispersion and Chirp

Considering the regime of dispersion governed pulse propagation (LD/LNL =

γP0T
2
0 /|β2| << 1), equation 2.27 can be modified by setting γ = 0 and intro-

ducing a normalised amplitude as in eq. 2.30 leading to

i
∂U

∂z
=
β2

2

∂2U

∂T 2
. (2.33)

This equation can be solved by Fourier transformation. If a transform-limited
pulse of gaussian shape (U(z = 0, T ) = exp (T 2/2T 2

0 )) is launched into a fibre,
the amplitude U(z, T ) at any point in the fibre is given by

U(z, T ) =
T0√

T 2
0 − iβ2z

exp

(
− T 2

2(T 2
0 − iβ2z)

)
. (2.34)

It can be seen from this equation that the pulse remains its gaussian shape but
its width increases with z as T1 = T0

√
1 + z/LD. Having travelled through

a fibre a distance of z = LD, the pulse broadens by a factor of
√

2. Such a
situation is depicted in fig. 2.3. The broadening can be understood as the
GVD acts differently on the spectral components of the laser pulse leading to
a phase modulation. This phase modulation is called chirp. The spectral com-
ponents travel at a slightly different speed, in a normal (material) dispersion
regime (wich will only be considered in this thesis), the red components travel
faster than the blue components. A time delay in the arrival of the individual
frequency components leads to pulse broadening. The chirp imposed on the
pulses by GVD is perfectly linear and called up-chirp or positive chirp if it re-
sults from traveling through a normal dispersion fibre. Note that the spectrum
of a chirped pulse does not differ from the spectrum of the same, unchirped
pulse. A chirp parameter C can be given resulting from a correction in the
time-bandwidth product according to ∆ω =

√
(1 + C2)/T0. If the spectral

bandwidth ∆ω and the pulse width T0 are separately measured, the chirp can
be calculated. Considering the launch of chirped pulses in a fibre of length z
in a second step, the amplitude can be written as

U(z = 0, T ) = exp

(
−1 + iC

2

T 2

T 2
0

)
(2.35)

with C the chirp factor. The amplitude of the pulse evolves as

U(z, T ) =
T0√

T 2
0 − iβ2z(1 + iC)

exp
(
− (1 + iC)T 2

2(T 2
0 − iβ2z(1 + iC))

)
. (2.36)
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Figure 2.3: Left: Pulse shape of an initially unchirped laser pulse while prop-
agating through a fibre (shown are six steps from z = 0 to z = 5LD). Right:
Evaluation of the broadening factor of pulses with different amounts of initial
chirp. Note, a compression may occur for negative initial chirp factors (blue,
green).

A broadening factor can be introduced that gives the relative pulse width of
the propagating pulse to the launched pulse:

T1

T0

=

√(
1 +

Cβ2z

T 2
0

)2

+

(
β2z

T 2
0

)2

. (2.37)

For C = 0 the unchirped case is regained. The pulse width in the fibre now
depends on the signs of β2 and C. In this thesis only the case β2 > 0 is of
interest. There can be two different cases, C > 0 (positive or up-chirp) and C <

0 (negative or down-chirp). Starting with the first case, the broadening factor is
always larger than one, the pulse broadens all along the fibre. Interesting is the
latter case: If the launched pulse has a negative chirp (C < 0), the broadening
factor may become smaller than one at some point, which corresponds to a
pulse compression. Assuming the launched pulse has a purely linear chirp,
the pulse will be compressed down to the transform limit. The situation is
depicted in fig. 2.3, where C = 0 is plotted in red, the most positive chirp in
purple, and the interesting negative case in blue.

For short pulses (T0 < 1 ps), the next order of dispersion may be influencing
the pulse propagation, as the spectral bandwidth grows (The effect of third-
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order dispersion (TOD) even needs to be considered when β2 ≈ 0 for longer
pulses). The term with β3 from the extended Schrödinger equation 2.28 is
used, while γ is set to zero and the same procedure as for obtaining eq. 2.33
is followed resulting in

i
∂U

∂z
=
β2

2

∂2U

∂T 2
+
iβ3

6

∂3U

∂T 3
. (2.38)

A length scale L′D = T 3
0 /|β3| associated with the third order dispersion can be

defined and compared to LD. For times on the order of T0 = 0.1 ps, the TOD
length scale becomes L′D ≈ 10 m. It is important to notice that the pulse shape
is changed by TOD, in difference to the effect of GVD. Instead, oscillations
appear at the trailing edge (for β3 > 0) or at the leading edge (for β3 < 0).
These oscillations are deeply modulated for β2 = 0 and quickly become less
pronounced for finite values of β2.

2.1.7 Self-Phase Modulation (SPM)

In difference to effects of second-order dispersion (GVD), the temporal shape
of a pulse travelling through an optical fibre in the nonlinear regime is not
altered, but additional frequency components are created changing the pulse
spectrum. A pulse is in the nonlinear regime when L << LD and L ≈ LNL.
Dispersive effects can be neglected here. This regime is encountered for high
peak power, but not too short pulses (T0 > 50 ps). Starting again with the
normalised NLS equation (2.31), and discarding the β2 term, we obtain

∂U

∂z
=
i exp (−αz)

LNL
|U |2 U . (2.39)

Here, as usual, α accounts for fibre losses and LNL = 1/γP0 is the nonlinear
length. Splitting the amplitude U(L, T ) in a part V not varying with z and
a phase term, U(L, T ) = V exp(iφNL), eq. 2.39 can be solved. By evaluating
the phase term, we find

U(L, T ) = U(0, T ) exp (iφNL(L, T )) with (2.40a)

φNL(L, T ) = |U(0, T )|2 (1− exp (−αL)/α)

LNL
. (2.40b)

The numerator in eq. 2.40b can be thought of as an effective length Leff =

(1 − exp (−αL)/α) that is shorter than L due to fibre losses. As can be seen
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Figure 2.4: Effect of SPM on an initially unchirped gaussian pulse propagated
through a fibre until LNL = Leff . In blue, the nonlinear phase shift is plotted,
which continuously grows while the pulse propagates. In green, the frequency
chirp (see eq. 2.41) is plotted.

from eq. 2.40a, SPM induces an intensity dependent phase shift, while the
pulse shape remains constant. The phase shift grows while the pulse propagates
through the fibre. The phase shift is also time dependent, leading to a variation
in the instantaneous frequency of the optical field, a chirp. The difference δω
is given by

δω(T ) = −∂φNL
∂T

= −Leff
LNL

∂

∂T
|U(0, T )|2 . (2.41)

The chirp leads to a continuous production of new frequency components.
These broaden the spectrum of an initially unchirped pulse over its initial
width. The strength of the effect depends on the exact shape of the input
pulse. A flat-top pulse would not lead to new frequency components in the
central part of the pulse, while at steep edges, the strong temporal variation
leads to a pronounced frequency chirp. Note that the chirp is negative near
the leading edge of the pulse (red shift) and positive near its trailing edge (blue
shift).

The influence of SPM on the shape of the spectrum of a pulse is strongly
depending on its initial shape and the accumulated nonlinear phase shift. For
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a large phase shift (travelling distance z much larger than LNL), the spectrum
gains an oscillatory structure over the whole range. The number of peaks
M depends on the maximum phase shift φmax and is approximately given by
M ≈ φmax/π + 1/2. Another important influence is the initial chirp of the
launched pulse. In case of a positively chirped pulse, the SPM chirp adds
up to it, leading to a less strong pronounciation of the nonlinear effect. In
case of a negatively chirped starting pulse, the nonlinear chirp will cancel the
initial chirp at some point (at least for some parts of the pulse), leading to an
enhanced oscillatory structure or even SPM pulse compression.

2.1.8 Cross Phase Modulation (XPM)

Self phase modulation describes the effect that an optical field propagating
along a fibre changes its own phase by changing the refractive index of the
fibre under certain conditions [37]. If more than one pulse is launched into a
fibre, the phase of one field will be affected by the change of the refractive index
caused by another field. This effect is referred to as cross phase modulation.
Considering two copropagating pulses U1 and U2 of the same central wave-
length, the combined nonlinear phase shift of SPM and XPM can be written
to be

φNLi = γLeff (|Ui(0, T )|2 +
2

3
|U3−i(0, T )|2), for i = 1, 2. (2.42)

The first term describes SPM, the second term XPM, which is less effective by
a factor of 2/3 in silica fibre. In the case of input pulses with different central
wavelengths the nonlinear parameter γ is adapetd accordingly. In difference
to SPM, the chirp induced through XPM can be asymmetric, leading to one-
sided distortions of the optical spectrum. The effect of XPM is important for
the mode lock mechanism of nonlinear polarisation evolation (see 2.2.8), where
the two polarisation eigenstates of a pulse interact via XPM. In general, XPM
can degrade the performance of WDM telecommunication networks, but can
on the other hand be utilised for ultrafast optical switching (with switching
times below 10 ps) [68].
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2.2 Rare Earth doped Fibre Lasers

This section deals with lasers in general, giving a description of their short
history, and then concentrates on the working principle of passively mode
locked fibre lasers as such a laser has been build as part of this thesis. An
emphasis is laid on the nonlinearities unique in fibre lasers and their importance
for a pulsed laser operation.

2.2.1 Two Pages of Fibre Laser History

The first laser, a ruby laser, has been build by Th. Maiman in 1960 [48],
only one year later, the first fibre laser cavity has been proposed [70] and
build [69], using a step-index fibre doped with neodymium 3+ ions (then still
called ’Optical Maser’). Note that in 1960, fibres were extremely lossy, with
losses of ≈ 1000 dB/km. The invention of fibres with losses below 20 dB/km
in 1966 (theoretical desciption by Kao, [40], and their realisation in 1970,
[52]) made them interesting for telecommunication networks, which gave this
field of research a strong impulse. Nowadays the fundamental loss limits of
fused silica fibres are approached (0.15 dB/km @ 1550 nm, [19]). The devel-
opment of fibre lasers went on, different dopants were tested, an important
milestone was the invention of longitudinal pumping offering high conversion
efficiency [13]. In 1987, the erbium-doped amplifier (EDFA) was invented
[55], which made purely optical long-haul telecommunication networks possi-
ble. The first ytterbium-doped fibre laser was build in 1962 [22], but compared
to neodymium as active ion, ytterbium seemed less attractive. This changed
as larger output powers and better conversion efficiencies became more impor-
tant. The development went further bringing up fibre lasers with a high cw
output (where ytterbium is attractive due to its small quantum defect) and
pulsed fibre lasers for ultimate peak powers with ever shorter pulse durations
(where the broad emission spectrum of ytterbium allows for a broad optical
spectrum). The waveguide provides efficient pumping and good beam quality
with good thermal management, making it interesting for cw laser applications
in material processing, for example. Here, nonlinearities pose a threat to the
beam quality and can even lead to damages. To supress nonlinearities in these
systems, large mode area (LMA) fibres are used, also enabling higher powers
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Figure 2.5: Interaction of light and matter. A photon of energy
∆E = E2 − E1 = hν can be absorbed (left), spontaneously emitted (middle)
or emitted after stimulation (right). In the latter case two identical photons
are emitted.

before the damage threshold is reached [45]. The wallplug efficiency is greatly
enhanced by semiconductor laser diodes matched to the main absorbtion band
at 975 nm and the use of double-clad fibers (DCF) [71]. Output powers of
more than 1 kW and conversion efficiencies of up to 80% have been reached
[39].

Pulsed fibre lasers can be classified by the mechanism that leads to pulsed
laser operation. Q-switching has been proposed in 1961 [31], with which pulse
durations down to the ns range can be realised. The relatively long pulses
allow for high average power. Highest peak powers are achieved with very
short pulses produced by mode locking - the phase locking of multiple axial
modes of a laser cavity. First reported in 1964 for ruby lasers ([26] active mode
locking, [56] passive mode locking), the first passively mode locked fibre laser
was built in 1995 [77]. In [29] a comprehensive overview on history and theory
of mode locking is given. The pulse durations today produced by ytterbium
doped fibre lasers and subsequent compression external to the laser cavity are
well below 50 fs [35], [87].

2.2.2 Laser Basics

In general three things are needed to build a laser: An active medium in which
stimulated emission occurs, a resonator for the frequency selection and the
power buildup, and a pump delivering energy to the active medium creating
a population inversion (see fig. 2.6). The process of stimulated emission is
one of three possible ways of photons to interact with atoms (highly nonlinear
interaction such as ionisation not taken into account) [21], all three take place
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Figure 2.6: Sketch of a laser. Any laser is composed of an active medium (blue)
delivering gain, a resonator, and an energy pump. Typically one resonator
mirror reflects less than 100% of the incident light, thus the laser light couples
out here.

in a laser: The others are spontaneous emission (which is needed to start the
laser emission) and absorbtion (which is needed to absorb the pump power
when optically pumped). In fig. 2.5 the three processes are sketched. The
photon energy is just ∆E = E2 − E1 = hν for each process. Every medium
supports a multitude of adjacent wavelengths participating in these processes.
This leads to a material specific gain bandwidth. Inside the resonator light of
a certain wavelength is reflected back and forth between the end mirrors. In
the active medium an avalanche process is started leading to a power buildup
in the laser cavity by the process of stimulated emission, if the upper energy
level has a higher population than the lower one (population inversion). In a
two energy level medium in thermal equilibrium, there can be no population
inversion, as the population densities follow a Boltzmann distribution (see
[53]). Laser media can be classified in three - and four level media; sometimes
this even depends on the specific wavelengths used for the lasing process: The
same medium can be of three level and/or four level nature depending on the
pump and laser wavelength. These are called quasi-three level media.

2.2.3 Ytterbium as Active Medium

For the case of ytterbium ions doped into a glass host, the absorption and emis-
sion coefficients in their dependency on the wavelength have been measured by
means of spectroscopy, the results are shown in figure 2.7 (taken from [62]). A
strong absorption and emission band at 975 nm (A) is obvious. A broader sec-
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Figure 2.7: The energy levels (left) of Yb3+ are split by the Stark effect. The
individual transitions (A-E) can be attributed to single peaks in the absorp-
tion/emission cross section spectrum (right, from [62], solid line: absorption
cs, dashed line: emission cs) in germanosilicate glass. The splitting is blurred
due to the glass host.

ond absorption line is around 915 nm (B), whereas a second emission peak can
be seen at 1030 nm (D). The emission bandwidth extends from 980 to 1100 nm
for this second emission band. The corresponding term scheme is depicted in
fig. 2.7 on the left. When pumped at 915 nm (B), a four level laser process
can be achieved: Electrons decay nonradiatively into the lowest level of the
upper energy band, then radiate by stimulated emission and therby decay into
one of the upper levels of the lower energy band (D), and then further drop
down to the ground state again. When pumped at 975 nm (A), a quasi-three
level laser is build. The spectrum of the emitted radiation will be correlated
to the emission coefficient cross section for this process (D). The lifetime of
the electrons in the lowest level of each energy band is high, while the nonra-
diative decay inside the same energy band is a very fast process. In the case
of ytterbium, the lifetime in the lowest level of the upper energy band is on
the order of 1 ms, also depending on the given fibre. An important effect is
that pump light emission can occcur at 975 nm depending on the population
density in the upper energy level, and that excited state reabsorption plays a
non-negligible role at the 1030 nm emission wavelength; both effects need to
be compensated for by a higher pump power.
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2.2.4 Amplification and Gain

To describe the laser effect, a rate equation model for the population N1 and
N2 of the lower and upper laser level, respectively, is used. The procedure
follows [3]. It assumes a four-level laser system in which the upper pump state
instantaneously decays into the upper laser level, it further neglects amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) and excited-state absorption as well as differences
between emission and absorption cross sections. The solution for a quasi-three-
level system is similar, but the calculation somewhat more difficult. Inserting
cross sections, pump power, and cavity losses, it should give a threshold at
which the lasing activity starts and a conversion efficiency of pump to laser
light. Using the rates WP for the transition from the lower pump level to the
upper laser level andWS for upper laser level to the ground state (ignoring the
radiationless decays), the excited-state density N2(z, t) along the fibre (with
the length coordinate z, [N2(z, t)] = 1/m3) is obtained:

∂N2

∂t
= WPNt −WSN2 −

N2

T1

(2.43a)

WP =
ΓP σP PP
aP h νP

, WS =
ΓS σS PS
aS h νS

, (2.43b)

where Ntot = Nt = N1 + N2 is the total ion density per volume, ΓP,S are
the overlap factors of pump and signal mode areas aP,S with the doped fibre
region, respectively, and σP,S the corresponding cross sections for the pump
and signal wavelengths νP,S, respectively. The fluorescence time T1 is about
1 ms for ytterbium. Using P ′P = PP/P

sat
P and P ′S = PS/P

sat
S , the steady-state

solution for the above equation is given by

N2 =
P ′P

1 + P ′S
Nt (2.44a)

with P sat
P =

aPhνP
ΓPσPT1

, P sat
S =

aShνS
ΓSσST1

. (2.44b)

The population densities are needed to calculate the single-pass amplification
factor G = exp (

∫ 0

L
g(z)dz) with

g(z) = σS(N2(z)−N1(z)). (2.45)

Below the laser threshold gain saturation can be neglected, thus PS/P sat
S << 1.

Using an exponential decrease of the pump power along the gain fibre, PP (z) =
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PP (0) exp (−αP z), where αP stands for pump losses, eq. 2.45 can be integrated
to yield the pump power needed for the threshold

PP (0) =
αcavL

1− exp (−αPL)

(
αP
αS

)
P sat
P . (2.46)

Here, αP = σPNt and αS = σSNt are the absorption coefficients of the pump
and the laser light, respectively. The threshold condition of the gain equaling
the total cavity losses has implicitly been used here. Writing the threshold
power in terms of the absorbed pump power Pabs = PP (0)(1 − exp (−αPL)),
we obtain

Pth = Pabs = αcavL
αP
αS
P sat
P = αcavL

αP h νP
Γs σS T1

. (2.47)

Having obtained the laser threshold from the model, a few further calculations
lead to the slope efficiency ηS (which is the efficiency of the power conversion
above the laser threshold), defined as the ratio ηS = ∂Pout/∂Pabs, where the
output power Pout is the outcoupled part (reflectivity R at the output port)
of the intracavity laser power Pout = (1 − R)PS = ηS(Pabs − Pth). The slope
efficiency is found to be

ηS =

(
1−R
αcav

)(
aS h νS
aP h νP

)
. (2.48)

It is a measure of the efficiency with which the laser converts pump light into
laser light in cw operation. The laser threshold and the slope efficiency are
important characteristics of any laser oscillator.

2.2.5 Fibre Laser

A class of ring- and σ-cavity fibre lasers with a very simple setup has emerged
over the last twenty years ([77],[58]). They feature a good beam quality in
pulsed operation with large bandwidth, short duration pulses (compressed
about 100 fs) by passive mode locking (see below). Different dopants supplying
a variety of central wavelengths are in use. Under the rare earth dopants, most
commonly used is erbium for lasers used in telecommunication technology, and
ytterbium for high power lasers. The typical setup consists of a single-mode fi-
bre cavity including the gain fibre with the dopant (for example any rare earth
ions), a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) to deliver the pump light to
the active medium, an output coupler, a dispersion management device and a
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Figure 2.8: Sketch of an unidirectional fibre ring laser as used in this thesis.
WDM: wavelength division multiplexer, λ/4 and λ/2: waveplate retarders,
PBC: polarising beam cube, DM: dichroic mirror, Iso: isolator.

modelock initiator. Depending on the realisation of the mode locking, a mod-
ulator or some kind of saturable absorber is included. The former allows for
robust mode lock starting, the latter for larger bandwidths. The setup used
in this thesis is depicted in fig. 2.8. For details of the technical realisation see
section 4.1.1, the characterisation of the laser oscillator can be found in sec.
5.1.

2.2.6 Dispersion Management

Depending on the dispersion that a laser pulse travelling around the cavity
experiences, different pulse propagation regimes can be realised [33]. In the
anomalous dispersion regime (β2 < 0), standing waves can develop that travel
around the cavity without changing their shape and width (see item four in
the list in 2.1.6). These are called (optical) solitons and occur with setup-
depending, finite energies at which a balancing of nonlinear chirp through SPM
and dispersion occurs (for SPM see 2.1.7, for solitons see [27]). Soliton lasers
have an output of characteristic sech2-shaped pulses. They are widely build
from erbium doped lasers as the main emission bandwidth of erbium (1550 nm)
lies in the anomalous dispersion region for fused silica fibres. The solitons
emitted by these oscillators can propagate through suited fibre over very long
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distances wihtout changing their shape, resulting in a very low cross talk in
data transmissions. If the central laser wavelength lies in the normal dispersion
regime of fused silica as is the case for ytterbium lasers, only the net dispersion
of the cavity can be controlled. This is done by means of bulk optics (grating
or prism compressor, multi-pass stretched mirror) or fibre devices (dispersion
compensating fibre, DCF, or specially taylored photonic crystal fibre, PCF).
This leads to a breathing of the pulse while it propagates around the cavity.
Considering the sketch in 2.8, this is: In the normal dispersion (i.e., fibre) part,
it will go through a width minimum, and start to broaden. The nonlinear
effects (SPM, XPM) will be maximal behind the gain fibre where the pulse is
still relatively short but the pulses have a high energy. In the free-space part,
only the grating compressor needs to be considered, which overcompensates
the positive chirp of the pulse and delivers it negatively chirped into the fibre
part again. There, it will shorten, until it reaches its width minimum, and
the next turn begins (see fig. 2.3 in sec. 2.1.6). Lasers operating in this
mode are either similariton lasers (named after the self-similar shape evolution
during amplification) near zero net dispersion or, in the case of more positive
net dispersion, stretched-pulse lasers. The different modelock regimes have
each different advantages and drawbacks in terms of robustness against double
pulsing, low noise operation, output power and output chirp, and pulse lengths
[44].

2.2.7 Mode Locking

Lasers like the one depicted in fig. 2.8 deliver pulses due to the process of mode
locking. In a mode locked laser adjacent longitudinal modes (with a cavity
depending frequency spacing ∆ν = c/Lopt) add up with a fixed phase relation.
The total optical field can be written as E(t) =

∑M
m=−M Em exp (iφm − iωmt),

Em, φm and ωm denote the amplitude, phase and frequency, respectively, of a
mode m out of 2M + 1 modes in total. For mode locking, the phase difference
between any two adjacent modes needs to be equal, φ = φm − φm−1. It can
be thought of as a beat of all the contributing frequencies, the more there are,
the shorter the pulse becomes. The intensity in a modelocked laser, assuming
all modes have the same amplitude, can be calculated from the sum over all
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Figure 2.9: Pulse train formed when nine modes of equal amplitude E0 = 1

are mode locked.

modes.

|E(t)|2 =
sin2[(2M + 1)π∆νt+ φ/2]

sin2(π∆νt+ φ/2)
E2

0 (2.49)

A plot is seen in fig. 2.9. Here, the amplitude of each mode equals one
(E0 = 1). The mode spacing has been set to 82 MHz, and the number of
modes participating is 2M + 1 = 9. It can be seen that the resulting pulse
train has a repetition rate of just tR = 1/ν, which is the roundtrip time in the
resonator. In a time domain picture, there is one pulse building up in the cavity,
and every time it passes the output coupler, a part of it is emitted. The time-
domain picture can also help to understand the realisation of mode locking: If
an (external or internal) modulation of the cavity loss is facilited and repeated
for every roundtrip, the laser will tend to emit light when the loss is low.
The threshold eventually lowers for the pulsed operation, and this amplitude
modulation of the optical field inside the cavity will build up until full pulsing.
The time domain theory of mode locking deploys an extension of the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLS) 2.27 which describes the propagation of pulses
through a (passive) fibre. The NLS needs to be extended by the cavity losses
and an additional time-dependent loss (introduced by the modulator/saturable
absorber) as well as the gain. This master equation of mode locking [28] can
be solved under periodic boundary conditions yielding different pulse shapes
depending on the applied nonlinear parameters.
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2.2.8 Nonlinear Polarisation Evolution

An elegant way to achieve mode locking without the use of external modulators
is nonlinear polarisation evolution (NPE) [9]. This process uses an intensity-
dependent change of the polarisation state that occurs due to SPM and XPM
(sec. 2.1.7, sec. 2.1.8, [32]). In total, a fast saturable absorber is added to the
cavity, that leads to a favoring of high intensity fields propagating through
the cavity. The contributing components in the laser cavity (see again fig.
2.8) are the output port (a polarising beam cube) that only transmits the
horizontally polarised part of the incident light, the polarisation controllers
(λ/2 and λ/4 wave plates) and the single-mode fibre itself. Looking at the the
time domain again reveals the working principle. Behind the beam cube, a
pulse that has come up from noise is horizontally polarised. It will be set to an
arbitrary but well defined elliptical polarisation before it enters the fibre. In
the fibre the polarisation will undergor changes imparted by SPM and XPM.
Due to the higher intensity in the centre of the pulse the polarisation will
develop differently than that of the pulse wings (the nonlinear polarisation shift
depends on the intensity) [41]. Having left the fibre, the polarisation of the
centre of the pulse is being set by the polarisation controllers to horizontally.
Thus, the centre can pass the output port undisturbed, while the wings that
have a slightly different polarisation are being reflected out to some extent. In
result the pulse has been slightly shortened after one roundtrip - just what an
saturable absorber does. The mode lock starts from noise when the correct
wave plate setting is found. This indeed may take a while [59].

2.2.9 Multipulsing

Unfortunately, the above depicted laser cavity layout is under certain circum-
stances susceptible to multipulsing. This can be easiest to understand in the
case of the soliton regime. A fundamental soliton has a specific amount of
energy that makes it just fit to the fibre where it propagates through. The
pulse energy determines the SPM that is needed to counteract the dispersion
in the specific fibre. In a soliton laser, the energy of a soliton will vary (due
to amplification in the gain fibre and cavity losses), but by a relatively small
amount. A gain too strong will lead to wavebreaking, the soliton emits light of
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continuous wavelength. If even more energy is stored in the gain fibre, there
might be a second soliton propagating through the cavity - a double pulse state
of operation [86], [60]. Such a double- and multipulse operation might also oc-
cur in stretched-pulse lasers, especially at high pump powers, as the startup
from noise allows for this ambiguity [49]. Double pulses might be difficult to
detect.

2.2.10 Laser Noise

The output pulse train of passively mode locked lasers can be remarkably
stable in terms of amplitude and frequency stability [64], [72]. Good noise
properties are important for the laser used in this thesis as its repetition rate
must be locked to the accelerating frequency of the accelerator. The timing
jitter between the bunches and the laser must be kept smaller than the length
of the electron bunches (150 fs rms), leading to an integrated arrival time
jitter of the free-running laser above the stabilisation cut-off frequency of less
than 50 fs. The multiple mechanisms leading to noise need careful numerical
simulation [30]. Noise reduction is the reason why soliton lasers are limited
in terms of laser pulse energy - wavebreaking needs to be avoided. Different
types of noise need to be regarded as there are coupling conditions fulfilled in
different laser setups [61]. Different types of noise are discerned:

• The optical phase noise,

• The carrier-enveloppe offset phase noise which is not of interest in this
thesis,

• The noise in the arrival time of the laser pulses (also called frequency
noise)

• and their shape which can also vary, connected to the phase,

• where likely an amplitude variation is included.

Two different kinds of noise are regarded in this thesis. First, the frequency
noise (or phase noise) leading to an arrival time jitter is regarded. The rms
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timing jitter δtrms in a specific interval [f1, f2] is given by

δtrms =

√
2

2πfc

√∫ f2

f1

Lφ, (2.50)

where fc is the carrier frequency (one harmonic of the laser pulse train’s fourier
comb), and Lφ is the single side-band timing jitter spectral density. This quan-
tity is measured directly with a signal source-analyser (SSA) used in this thesis,
see also [66]. The timing jitter spectral density describes the strength of the
measured deviation of the arrival time of laser pulses from an imaginary pulse
train with perfect repetition rate. It depends on the measurement bandwidth.
This measurement is done for several offset frequencies from the carrier, thus
yielding a spectral density.

Second, the amplitude noise itself is of interest, as depending on the electro-
optic setup the amplitude noise will influence the signal to noise ratio of the EO
experiment. Noise measurements are an important part of the characterisation
of the oscillator. Similar to the timing jitter, a voltage spectral density LV (fi)

is retrieved by a SSA whose input signal is the voltage V0 of a low-pass filtered
and amplified signal from a low-bandwidth photodiode. The relative intensity
noise δRIN is the given by

δRIN(f1, f2) =
1

V0

√
2

∫ f2

f1

10LV (fi)/10dfi (2.51)

where fi is the offset frequency. A detailed theoretical and practical intro-
duction to and meticulously conducted noise measurements can be found in
[67].
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2.3 Electro-Optic Electron Bunch Detection

This section deals with the fundamental concepts of the electro-optic effect
in crystals and its application to electron bunch length measurements. It is
organised as follows: First, the electric field of an electron bunch passing by at
a relativistic velocity is considered. Then static birefringence is explained, and
the formalism used for this is applied to the case of induced birefringence. The
measurement geometry and the properties of the crystal used are considered
in the next section, before EO measurement techniques and commonly applied
setups are introduced.

2.3.1 Electric Field of a Relativistic Bunch

The purpose of longitudinal electron bunch diagnostics is to map the bunch
charge (density) over the longitudinal time or length coordinate. Using electro-
optic methods, it is the field of the relativistic electron bunch which is accessible
to measurements. The electric field of a bunch of electrons is then retrieved
from the field of a single electron and the longitudinal line charge density. We
start with the radial electric field of a single electron at rest (the procedure
described here can be found in [16], App. 1):

E(r) =
q

4πε0r2

r

r
where r =


x

y

z

 . (2.52)

Here, q is the charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and r the radius vector
in cartesian coordinates. This spherically symmetric field needs to be Lorentz
transformed by

E′(r) = γ(E + v ×B) + (1− γ)
Ev

v2
v (2.53)

and

r′ =


x′

y′

z′

 =


x

y

γ(z − vzt)

 (2.54)

where the magnetic field B = 0, γ = 1/
√

1− v2/c2, and v = (0, 0, vz). The
electron moves at a speed vz close to the speed of light c in the z direction.
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The transformed field appears as

E′(r′) =
γq

4πε0

1

(|r′|) 3
2


x

y

z − vzt

 (2.55)

with |r′| = x2 + y2 + γ2(z − vzt)2 in coordinates of the non-moving system.
We are only interested in the longitudinal component on the z-axis and the or-
thogonal r-component and thus change to cylindrical coordinates r = (r, ϕ, z)

with r =
√
x2 + y2 and ϕ = arctan(y/x) and find

E′(r′) =
γq

4πε0

1

(|rr|)
3
2


r

0

−vzt

 (2.56)

where r = r′ = (0, 0, 0) at t = 0. Here, |rr| = x2 + y2 + (γvzt)
2. If we perform

a Fourier transform

Ẽr(r, ω) = F{Er(r, t)} =
1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Er(r, t) exp (−iωt)dt (2.57a)

Er(r, t) = F−1{Ẽr(r, ω)} =
1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽr(r, ω) exp (iωt)dω (2.57b)

(the back transformation is given with eq. 2.57b), the frequency components
of the electron seen by an observer at z = 0 in a distance r can be calculated
to be

Ẽr(r, ω) =
qω

(2π)3/2ε0β2γc2
K1

(
ω

βγc
r

)
. (2.58)

Here, β = v/c and K1 denotes the modified Bessel function. For v approaching
c, β approaches 1, and γ becomes large (in the case of FLASH, γ ≈ 1000

behind the last accelerating module). The longitudinal field component can
be omitted for large γ as it is smaller than the radial field components by a
factor of 1/γ.

The (radial) electric field Er,Q of a bunch of electrons is computed by folding
the electric field of a single electron Er with a line charge distribution Q(t),
([Q(t)] = 1/m), moving along the z-axis (a bunch with a negligible radial ex-
pansion is assumed) yielding

Er,Q(r, t) = (Er ∗Q)(r, t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

Er(r, t− s)Q(t)ds. (2.59)
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of the index ellipsoid as defined by eq. 2.65. An electro-
magnetic wave traversing the crystal defines an intersection plane orthogonal
to its propagation direction ~S. The resulting plane is an ellipse with two axes
of length 2ns and 2nf .

The frequency components corresponding to such a relativistic electron bunch
are given by

Ẽr,Q(ω) = F{(Er ∗Q)(t)} = F{(Er(t))} ·F{Q(t)} (2.60)

It can be stated that in the laboratory frame the electric field of the passing
electron bunch appears to be a THz pulse with frequency components of up
to a few THz. Higher frequencies stem from shorter features in the line charge
distribution Q(t). The chosen crystal has to handle this bandwidth.

2.3.2 Birefringence

The effect of some crystals splitting an arbitrarily polarised light wave in its two
components and adding a spatial displacement between them as they propagate
through it is called birefringence. It has already been described in 1669 by
Rasmus Bartholin who observed it in calcite [7]. This treatment follows [75].
These crystals are called optically anisotrop. To understand this effect we start
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with the material equation for the electric flux density

D = ε0E + P (2.61)

where E is the electric field of the light applied to the crystal and P is the
polarisation of the crystal atoms in reaction to the field. In an isotropic crystal,
the field vector of P is always parallel to E, leading to D = ε0(1 + εr)E with
εr denoting the scalar permittivity of the crystal. In an anisotropic crystal the
polarisation can have any orientation given by Pi = ε0χijEj for each component
Pi of the polarisation P , where the χij make up the susceptibility tensor (of
rank 2). It is generally possible to translate into a principal axis system so
that the susceptibility tensor only has nonzero entries on its diagonal, χij = 0

for i 6= j, so we can write eq. 2.61 as

Di = ε0
∑
j

εijEj, (2.62)

where the permittivity tensor εij = 1+χij is introduced. The phase velocity of
a plane electromagnetic wave in a crystal is given by vp = c/

√
ε = c/n with n

the index of refraction. In an optically anisotropic crystal, two orthogonal optic
axes U s and U f with different refractive indices (ns and nf ) are found, with
‘s’ for slow and ‘f’ for fast. If we consider a linearly polarised wave entering
the crystal with a polarisation parallel to one of the main axes, there will be
no birefringence but a slightly different propagation time through the crystal
depending on whether it enters parallel to the fast or the slow axis. If the
polarised light enters the crystal with a polarisation not parallel to one of the
main axes, the light will be decomposed in its two polarisation components.
They propagate with different velocities through the crystal, leading to a phase
shift between the two components, and thus a change of the polarisation state.
To determine the indices of refraction ns and nf , a construction called the
index ellipsoid is used. Starting from the energy density w of an electric field
and using eq. 2.62, we find

w =
1

2
ED =

1

2
ε0
∑
i,j

EiεijEj, (2.63)

or, in a coordinate system in which the permittivity tensor becomes diagonal,

D2
1

ε1
+
D2

2

ε2
+
D2

3

ε3
= 2ε0w (2.64)
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where εi = εii for i = 1, 2, 3. The main refractive indices are ni =
√
εi. Using

them and a vector u = D/
√

2ε0w, eq. 2.64 can be normalised to

u2
1

n2
1

+
u2

2

n2
2

+
u2

3

n2
3

= 1. (2.65)

This equation defines an ellipsoid in space (see fig. 2.10). The main axes of
this index ellipsoid are parallel to the optical axes of the crystal and have a
length of 2ni. Eq. 2.65 can be written in a vector form

u ·η ·u = 1 with η = ε−1 =


1
n2
1

0 0

0 1
n2
2

0

0 0 1
n2
3

 . (2.66)

Here the impermeability tensor η has been introduced. A plane wave traversing
the crystal defines an intersection plane orthogonal to its popagation direction
~S in the index ellipsoid. The intersection plane forms an ellipse with two axes
that have a length of 2ns and 2nf , respectively.

2.3.3 Pockels Effect

The considerations in the before section apply to optically anisotropic material
in which a light wave always experiences birefringence due to the polarisation
of the atoms in response to the optical field. This polarisation in eq. 2.61
is assumed to be linear which is valid for weak electric fields (here: low light
intensities). Now, the effect of an external electric field Eexternal different from
the light that is applied to the crystal is considered. In the case of a strong
electric field (here, a THz wave) the Taylor expansion of P (eq. 2.3, repeated
here) can be used with E = Eexternal:

P = ε0
(
χ(1) ·E + χ(2):EE + χ(3)...EEE + . . .

)
. (2.67)

Then, not only the linear term with χ(1), but also the next term with the
second-order susceptibility χ(2) ·E has to be considered. This term depends
on the electric field and will lead to a change of the refractive index, and
the resulting induced birefringence is called the Pockels effect. The electric
field of the electron bunch traversing the electro-optic crystal has frequency
components over a large bandwidth. To understand the process of induced
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birefringence, it is useful to first restrict oneself to the propagation of a single-
frequency THz wave in the EO crystal. Induced birefringence can occur in
optically anisotropic crystals (χ(1) is a tensor of rank 2) and also in optically
isotropic crystals (χ(1) is a scalar), i.e., with a vanishing field the crystal is not
birefringent any more. The next order of nonlinear effects (the Kerr effect)
caused by even stronger electric fields is not regarded in this chapter as for the
applied field strengths in this thesis the components χ(3)...EEE are too small
(in the case of external electric fields, in the case of laser pulse propagation
in fibres it is considered). The index of refraction needs to be recalculated
taking the χ(2) ·EE part proportional to the field into account. We consider
the impermeability tensor η which has components

ηij = ηij(0) + rijkEk (2.68)

when we expand around E = 0 and disregard the higher orders. rij are the
Pockels coefficients that characterise the strength of the Pockels effect in a
given material, and the ηij(0) make up the unchanged impermeability tensor
from eq. 2.66. The new components of the impermeability tensor can be used
to rewrite eq. 2.66 yielding

u ·η(E) ·u =
∑

i,j=1,2,3

(
ε−1δi,j +

∑
k=1,2,3

rijkEk

)
uiuj = 1. (2.69)

As the r tensor is symmetric, a simplification from a tensor of rank three
to a tensor of rank two can generally be made, yielding the components of
the electro-optic tensor rik. Depending on the crystal used for experiments,
this tensor will further simplify. In this thesis, the crystal type considered is
gallium phosphide (GaP). Two features of GaP are important for the descrition
of induced birefringence: Due to the zinkblende crystal structure (4̄3m), there
is only one independent entry in the electro-optic tensor (r41 = r52 = r63). And,
as the birefringence of GaP ceases when no external electric field is applied (it
is optically isotropic), the diagonal components of the η(0) tensor are all equal
to ( 1

n2
0
), so using eq. 2.68, equation 2.69 can be written in the form

u ·η(E) ·u =
1

n2
0

(u2
1 +u2

2 +u2
3)+2r41(E1u2u3 +E2u3u1 +E3u1u2) = 1. (2.70)
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(1, 1)→ 1 r11k → r1k

→ r =



0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

r41 0 0

0 r41 0

0 0 r41



(2, 2)→ 2 r22k → r2k

(3, 3)→ 3 r33k → r3k

(2, 3)→ 4 r23k → r4k

(1, 3)→ 5 r13k → r5k

(1, 2)→ 6 r12k → r6k

Table 2.1: Usual notation change for the the reduction of the electro-optic ten-
sor of rank three to a six-by-three matrix. Due to an optically isotropic crystal
considered in this thesis and crystal symmetry, only one entry is independent,
and the matrix on the right is retrieved.

This equation describes the index ellipsoid of GaP with an arbitrary exter-
nal electric field applied. With it, the principal indices of refraction can be
retrieved which define the phase (and group) velocities.

2.3.4 Measurement Geometry

To find the index of refraction for the fast and the slow axis, the actual mea-
surement geometry has to be considered. Only the geometry used in practice
is regarded here. It leads to the strongest difference of refractive indices in-
duced by the electric field of the electron bunch. As in the case of the natural
birefringence, the eigenvalues of the η tensor have to be determined. In the
case of the induced birefringence, the η tensor as defined in eq. 2.68 has to
be considered. To this end, a principal axis coordinate transformation has
to be performed from the laboratory system to a system where the X and Y
axes lie in the intersection plane of the index ellipsoid. The incident electric
field of the electron bunch ETHz propagates orthogonal to this plane, so the
field vector lies in it, and may enclose any angle α with the X axis. It can be
generally shown for crystals of zinkblende structure that the geometry leading
to the strongest effect is cutting the crystal parallel to the (110)-plane [18]. In
fig. 2.11 the situation is depicted. The new coordinate system has the base
vectors X = 1/

√
2[1̄10], Y = [001], Z = 1/

√
2[11̄0], that is, the new coordinate

system is turned around the Y axis by 45◦. The electric field vector ETHz in
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Figure 2.11: The crystals used are cut in the (110)-plane in which the new
coordinates X = [-110] and Y = [001] are chosen for a principal axes transfor-
mation. The electric field vector lies in this plane, the propagation direction
of the field is ~S.

the crystal base coordinate system can be written as

ETHz = ETHz,0 exp (−iωTHzt)


− 1√

2
cos (α)

1√
2

cos (α)

sin (α)

 (2.71)

with ETHz,0 the amplitude of the electric field and ωTHz the frequency of the
THz field. The η tensor takes the form

η(ETHz) =
1

n2
0


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

+ r41ETHz


0 sin (α) cos (α)√

2

sin (α) 0 − cos (α)√
2

cos (α)√
2

− cos (α)√
2

0

 . (2.72)

The eigenvalues λ1,2,3 of η(ETHz) and the corresponding eigenvectors U 1,2,3

can be calculated to be [75]

λ1,2 =
1

n2
0

− r41ETHz
2

(
sin (α)±

√
1 + 3 cos2 (α)

)
(2.73a)

λ3 =
1

n2
0

+ r41ETHz sin (α) (2.73b)

U 1 =
1

2

√
1 +

sin (α)√
1 + 3 cos2 (α)


−1

1
2
√

2 cos (α)√
1+3 cos2 (α)+sin (α)

 (2.73c)
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U 2 =
1

2

√
1− sin (α)√

1 + 3 cos2 (α)


1

−1
2
√

2 cos (α)√
1+3 cos2 (α)−sin (α)

 (2.73d)

U 3 =
1√
2


−1

−1

0

 . (2.73e)

The main refractive indices are connected to the eigenvalues of η(ETHz) by
ni = 1/

√
λi. Using a Taylor expansion and recognising r41ETHz <<

1
n2
0
, the

main refractive indices become

n1 = n0 +
n3

0r41ETHz
4

(
sin (α) +

√
1 + 3 cos2 (α)

)
(2.74a)

n2 = n0 +
n3

0r41ETHz
4

(
sin (α)−

√
1 + 3 cos2 (α)

)
(2.74b)

n3 = n0 −
n3

0r41ETHz
2

sin (α). (2.74c)

The third eigenvector is parallel to the propagation direction of the THz field,
while U 1 and U 2 lie in the (110)-plane of the crystal. The difference n1 −
n2 becomes maximal for α = 0. The phase advance Γ of one polarisation
component against another of a laser pulse testing the induced birefringence
is

Γ(α) =
ωd

c
(n1 − n2) =

ωd

2c
n3

0r41ETHz
√

1 + 3 cos2 (α). (2.75)

The phase advance becomes maximal for α = 0, which corresponds to an angle
of φ = π/4 between U 1 and the X axis of the crystal coordinate system. For
α = 0, n3 becomes unchanged. The crystals and the measurement setup used
in this thesis are oriented in this fashion.

2.3.5 Propagation in a Crystal

The optimal crystal orientation ensures a maximal phase retardation produced
by the Pockels effect. Beside this, the laser pulse testing the induced birefrin-
gence and the THz pulse evocing this change need to copropagate through the
crystal. If the timing is correct and the two pulses enter the crystal at the same
time, they still might have different velocities. The phase velocity of the THz
pulse is given by the index of refraction nTHz in the THz range, and the group
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Figure 2.12: Index of refraction n(λ) for near-infrared wavelengths as approx-
imated by the Sellmeier equation (eq. 2.76), data taken from [8]. The group
index ng is plotted in green (eq. 2.78).

velocity of the laser pulse enveloppe is given by the group indexat the optical
wavelength, ng, which is derived from the index of refraction nopt. Also the
absolute value of the electro-optic coefficient r41 and its frequency dependency
needs to be known. With the knowledge of these crystal properties an electro-
optic response function can be given that characterises the overall strength of
the coupling of the THz wave to the optical pulse.

The refractive index is frequency dependent as the material response to in-
cident electric fields of varying frequency can be very different. Resonances
can occur due to the coupling of the incident electromagnetic waves to the
atomic kernels of the medium. In the optic region (visible light, near infrared,
wavelength range starting at 400 nm), the refractive index lowers with in-
creasing wavelength. In contrast, in the THz region it rises with increasing
wavelength as the ’optic’ resonances are approached. In an optical resonance
(longitudinal, LO, or transversal, TO), the atoms of different kind oscillate in
opposite directions on their places in the crystal lattice, while in an acoustic
resonance (occuring at much lower frequencies) all atoms of the material os-
cillate in phase. The interaction can be thought of as a scattering process in
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which the light particles excite delocalised quasiparticles, called the phonons.

In the frequency range of visible and infrared light, the frequency depen-
dency can be described using a Sellmeier formula that approximates the mea-
sured data. The approximation formula given in [8] is used:

n(λ)2−1 = C1λ
2/(λ2−C2

2)+C3λ
2/(λ2−C2

4)+C5λ
2/(λ2−C2

6)+C7λ
2/(λ2−C2

8)

(2.76)
with the coefficients (taken from [8])

C1 = 1.390 C3 = 4.131 C5 = 2.570 C7 = 2.056

C2 = 0.172 C4 = 0.234 C6 = 0.345 C8 = 27.52.
(2.77)

The resulting frequency dependency of the refractive index is plotted in fig. 2.12
together with the group index ng which is defined as

ng = n

(
1 +

λ

n

∂n

∂λ

)−1

(2.78)

and is required for the calculation of the velocity mismatch between the THz
wave and the laser pulse. For λ0 = 1030 nm, the laser wavelength used in this
thesis, we find a refractive index of n = 3.111 and a group index of ng = 3.334.
The velocity of the enveloppe of the laser pulse is defined by the group velocity
vg = c/ng.

The (complex) refractive index in the THz regime can be given in a form
reminding of a response function of a damped, driven harmonic oscillator with
the lowest phonon frequency as its eigenfrequency and assumes the form

nTHz(f) =

√
ε∞

(
1 +

f 2
LO − f 2

TO

f 2
TO − f 2 − iΓ0f

)
(2.79)

where the coefficients are

ε∞ = 9.075, fTO = 11.02 THz, fLO = 12.09 THz, Γ0 = 0.129 THz. (2.80)

The approximation formula and the coefficients have been taken from [43].
A different parametrisation together with the available measurement data is
found in [14], yielding similar results. Here, fTO denotes the frequency of
the transversal optical resonance, and fLO the adjacent longitudinal optical
resonance. When f approaches the resonance at fTO, the denominator in eq.
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Figure 2.13: Refractive index of GaP in the THz range as calculated by eq.
2.79 (left) and absorption coefficient κ(f). Approximation data taken from
[43].

2.79 becomes purely imaginary, and Γ0 defines the width of the resonance. The
resulting dependency is plotted in fig. 2.13 where the real part of the complex
index of refraction is given (the normal refractive index) and the imaginary
part that is the absorption coefficient κ of a material. A similar frequency
dependency as for nTHz is given for the electro-optic coefficient r41 in GaP
[23]:

r41(f) = dE

(
1 +

Cf 2
0

f 2
0 − f 2 − iΓ0f

)
(2.81)

With the coefficients dE = 1 · 10−12, C = −0.53 as well as Γ0 = 0.129 THz
and f0 = fTO = 11.02 THz as above. The result can be seen in fig. 2.14. With
the knowledge of the refractive index in the THz region, the phase velocity of
a THz wave in the GaP crystal is given by vPh = c/nTHz (see fig. 2.14 on
the right, drawn together with the group velocity of an optical pulse with the
centre wavelength of 1030 nm (ng(λ0) = 3.334 → vg/c ≈ 0.3)). A response
function can be defined that takes the velocity mismatch of the THz wave and
the optical pulse over the crystal thickness d into account. It also contains the
amplitude transmission coefficient of the THz wave into the crystal. Following
[14] ([43] and [84] give a slightly different form), and using nTHz(ω) as the
complex refractive index from eq. 2.79 and ω = 2πf , the response function
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Figure 2.14: Left side: Frequency dependency of r41. Right side: Frequency
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with the group velocity of an optical pulse centered around 1030 nm (purple).

can be written to be

G(ω) =
2

nTHz(ω) + 1
· exp (iωd(1/vPh(ω)− vg)/c)− 1

iωd(1/vPh(ω)− vg)
, (2.82)

where the loss term is omitted, and the group velocity is assumed to be
constant. In fig. 2.15, the response function and the product of the response
function and the electro-optic coefficient is plotted over the frequency. In the
response function G(ω), the transmission of the THz wave into the crystal
is included, and the velocity mismatch is regarded. The right plot with the
effective response function |G| · |r41| has a smoothly dropping part in the low
frequency region (0 THz to 5 THz), and strong, nonlinear oscillations near
the resonance frequency, whose maxima are not plotted (the effective response
function becomes as large as 2.2 pm/V for a crystal thickness of 2 mm and
12.4 pm/V for 0.2 mm). A THz pulse that also contains frequency components
in the region of the resonance frequency will excite these oscillations and the
resulting EO signal will exhibit strong distortions because of the ringing at
about 11 THz due to the resonant oscillations. For very high frequencies the
effective response function becomes constant again (not shown) due to the
purely electronic material response.
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Figure 2.16: Principle of electron bunch diagnostic using electro-optic methods.
The EO crystal is installed inside the beam pipe, the optics outside of it. Along
the thick arrow, a laser pulse propagates, an electron bunch passes the EO
crystal within a few mm distance. Explanations see text.
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2.3.6 EO Techniques

Three commonly employed measurement techniques exist for electro-optic THz
wave detection: The crossed polariser setup, the near-crossed polariser setup
and the balanced detection.

The first one mentioned is sketched in fig. 2.16. The laser pulse is linearly
polarised by a polariser before it enters the EO crystal (in the little inset 3D
coordinate system the enveloppe of the laser pulse lies in the ZY plane when Z
is the propagation direction). If there is no electric field applied to the crystal,
there is no change of the polarisation state occuring in the crystal. Thus the
laser will be completely blocked at the next polariser which is turned by 90◦

with respect to the first one (the polarisers are ’crossed’). Ideally, no light is
transmitted in this case. If on the other hand an external electric field (here,
the THz pulse traveling along the beam pipe together with the electron bunch)
is applied the the electro-optic crystal while the laser pulse passes through it, a
polarisation modulation will occur. This case is indicated as a tilt of the laser
pulse enveloppe by a small angle towards the XZ plane in the inset coordinate
system (in reality, the polarisation is turned to be elliptical). At the second
polariser a portion of the incident laser intensity will be transmitted according
to the strength of the polarisation modulation (shown as the projection of the
tilted laser enveloppe on the XZ plane). Mathematically this is described using
the Jones calculus for polarised light. The procedure deploys the multiplication
of 2-by-2 matrices standing for single components that act on the polarisation
of light. The goal is to determine the electric field at the light detector. The
laser pulse propagates perpendicular to the XY-plane in the crystal coordinate
system defined in section 2.3.4 (see fig. 2.11). It turned out that the maximum
phase advance Γmax is found for a measurement geometry with the crystal cut
along the (110)-plane and an angle (ϕ = 45◦) between the main axis U 1 of the
index ellipsoid intersection plane and the crystal X axis and an electric field
vector along the U 1 axis (α = 0). For the Jones calculus, the horizontally and
vertically polarised laser light can be written as

Eh = ELaser

(
1

0

)
and Ev = ELaser

(
0

1

)
, (2.83)

respectively, a rotation of the polarisation plane is done with a rotating matrix
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R(ϕ) =

(
cos (ϕ) − sin (ϕ)

sin (ϕ) cos (ϕ)

)
, (2.84)

while a λ/4 wave plate and a λ/2 wave plate are described by Q and H as

Q = exp (iπ/4)

(
1 0

0 −i

)
and H = Q2 = exp (iπ/2)

(
1 0

0 −1

)
, (2.85)

respectively. The effect of the birefringent EO crystal with its refractive indices
ns and nf (each depending on the angle α between the electric field vector
ETHz and the U 1 axis, ns(α) and nf (α)) can be written as

EO(α) =

(
exp (−ins(α)ωd/c) 0

0 exp (−inf (α)ωd/c)

)

=

(
exp (−iΓ(α)/2) 0

0 exp (iΓ(α)/2)

)
exp (−iκ) (2.86a)

with κ = (ns + nf )ωc/d

where d is the thickness of the crystal and κ the averaged phase advance that
can be separated out. Γ(α) is given by eq. 2.75. The phase factor in the
above equations is omitted in the following as it drops out by calculating the
intensity at the detector. To find the field strength at the detector Edet, the
matrices corresponding to the used setup are multiplied in the correct order,
with the matrix product ’acting to the right’. In case of the crossed polariser
setup, this leads to

Edet =
(

0 1
)
·R(−ϕ) ·EO(α) ·R(ϕ) ·ELaser

(
1

0

)
. (2.87)

In eq. 2.87, the polarisaton plane of the laser light is turned by R(ϕ) into
the principal axis system of the EO crystal where the polarisation is turned
slightly and depending on ns and nf . Then, the polarisation plane ist turned
back into the laboratory system by R(−ϕ), and the horizontal polarisation
is picked using (0 1). Working this through and calculating the intensity at
the detector Idet = cε0

2
|Edet|2 for the angle of maximum induced birefringence
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α = 0, we find

Idet =
cε0
2
E2
Laser sin2

(
ωd

2c
n3

0r41ETHz

)
+ sbgILaser. (2.88)

The intensity at the detector is proportional to the square of the electric field
applied to the EO crystal ETHz. A factor sbgILaser has been added to account
for the background laser intensity caused by imperfect input laser polarisation,
residual birefringence that could not be compensated, and scattering in the
crystal, that leads to some laser intensity at the detector even for ETHz = 0.
Another measurement technique is called ’near crossed polariser’ or short ’near
CP’ measurement. The analyser section is extended with a λ/4 (turned to the
angle ψ) and a λ/2 wave plate turned by θ before the second polariser, so the
electric field at the detector is calculated to be

Edet(θ, ψ,Γ) =
(

0 1
)
·R(−θ) ·H ·R(θ) ·R(−ψ) ·Q ·R(ψ)

·R(−ϕ)EO(α) ·R(ϕ) ·ELaser
(

1

0

)
. (2.89a)

For α = 0→ ϕ = π/4 this results in

Edet(θ, ψ,Γ) =
ELaser√

2
[cos (2θ) sin (Γ/2)− sin (2ψ − 2θ) cos (Γ/2)

− i(sin (2θ) cos (Γ/2) + cos (2ψ − 2θ) sin (2θ))]. (2.90a)

The intensity at the detector in general and for the two cases of θ = 0 and
ψ = 0 becomes

Idet(θ, ψ,Γ) =
cε0
2
|E2

det,v|+ sbgILaser

=
ILaser

2

[
1− cos (Γ− 2ψ + 4θ) cos2 (ψ)

+ cos (Γ + 2ψ − 4θ) sin2 (ψ)
]

+ sbgILaser (2.91a)

Idet(θ, ψ = 0,Γ) =
ILaser

2
(1− cos (Γ + 4θ)) + sbgILaser (2.91b)

Idet(θ = 0, ψ,Γ) =
ILaser

2

[
1− cos (Γ− 2ψ) cos2 (ψ) + cos (Γ + 2ψ) sin2 (ψ)

]
+ sbgILaser (2.91c)

With the above formula a measurement setting for the angles of the wave plate
retarders can be found that does not maximise Γ but ∂Idet/∂Γ at Γ = 0: As
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typically the phase advance is very small, the setting for the biggest effect over
a small background is searched. Minimising the background ensures a better
signal-to-noise ratio at the detector. In conclusion, turning the quarter wave
plate leads to a smaller modulation depth for the λ/2 wave plate settings, so
it is only used for compensating residual birefringence of the crystal. Then a
setting for the λ/2 wave plate is searched where the background is small and
the achieved signal large. An approximation can be given for Idet(θ, ψ = 0,Γ)

to yield

Idet(θ, ψ = 0,Γ) ≈ ILaser2θΓ + ILaser(4θ
2 + sbg) (2.92)

where 4θ << 1 and Γ << 8θ (see [75]). It is important to note that in
difference to the CP setting the intensity at the detector is proportional to
Γ and thus to the electric field ETHz and not to its square. This means the
intensity at the detector can drop due to induced birefringence.

The third commonly used electro-optic technique is the balanced detection
scheme in which a Wollaston prism is used as the analysing polariser and
the light of both polarisation states is directed onto a detector (each). This
is realised by inserting only a λ/4 wave plate turned by 45◦ in between the
EO crystal and the analyser. The intensity for the two polarisation states
(Idet,h, Idet,v) at the detector then becomes

Ih,v =
Ilaser

2
(1± sin (Γ)) + sbgILaser (2.93a)

Idet,h − Idet,v = ILaser sin (Γ) (2.93b)

The signal is proportional to ETHz for small Γ, and not to its square. This
implies that the signal will be much larger than in the CP setup as Γ << 1.
This background-free setup is often used in multishot measurements with low
laser powers.

2.3.7 Setups for Electro Optic Detection

In the above section, three different techniques of electro-optic beam diagnostic
have been considered. These can be applied in different ways. In the following,
the typical experimental setups are regarded in which these techniques are
applied.
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Figure 2.17: Sketch of an electro-optic spectral decoding setup, P - polariser,
EO - EO crystal inside beam pipe, A - analyser section, CCD - camera. The
laser pulse is linearly stretched in a dispersive medium. The different frequency
components that are sorted along the laser pulse interact with different parts
of the THz pulse of the electron bunch in the EO crystal. The imprinted bunch
profile can be extracted using a spectrometer.

An often used approach is the electro-optic sampling (EOS). This is a mul-
tishot measurement where the laser pulse is consecutively shifted against the
THz pulse in precise timesteps. As for all multishot measurements, the jitter
between the laser pulse and the THz pulse is a limiting factor for the achiev-
able resolution, as well as the duration of the probe laser pulse. Furthermore
this setup is only useful if the sampled THz pulse is reproduced in the same
shape every time. At FLASH, recent EOS experiments use pulses of a 30 fs
Ti:sapphire laser that is locked to the accelerator driving frequency with an
integrated timing jitter of less than 100 fs [34]. The experiments were primar-
ily conducted to characterise the CTR transport beam line (see ch. 3.2.3), see
[85]. Here, the technique of balanced detection was used, and the maximum of
the measured field strength of the single-cycle THz pulse was up to 1 MV/cm.

A drawback of the electro-optic sampling for longitudinal electron bunch
diagnostic is that it is a multishot setup and thus only provides information on
the average THz pulse (or electron bunch) shape. A single-shot setup relatively
easy to implement is the electro-optic spectral decoding (EOSD), sketched in
fig. 2.17. Here, the laser pulse from the fs laser system is broadened in time
by sending it through a dispersive medium. Due to the chromatic dispersion,
a linear frequency chirp is imprinted on the laser pulse (see section 2.1.6).
This means a linear relationship between the local optic frequency and the
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location in the stretched pulse is established. Sending a stretched laser pulse
through the electro-optic crystal together with the THz wave coming from
the bunch, the leading part of the laser pulse will be modulated by the THz
field of the leading part of the electron bunch, and the same for the trailing
part. In the analysing polariser the polarisation modulation of the frequency
components is turned into an amplitude modulation which can be detected
using a spectrometer and a camera. This setup is usually deployed in the
crossed polariser or near crossed polariser techniques as a balanced detection
would need two (balanced) spectrometers. The noise of the detector camera
suggests the use of the near crossed polariser scheme. Besides the fundamental
resolution limits posed by the crystal resonances and the laser pulse duration
that apply here just as in the case of electro-optic sampling, there is another
limitation posed by the effect of frequency mixing. This effect leads to a
restriction of the duration of resolvable features of the THz pulse of length
Tlim given by

Tlim ≈ 2.6
√
T0Tc (2.94)

where T0 and TC denote the transform-limited FWHM duration of the laser
pulse and the FWHM duration of the chirped pulse, respectively. In [63], a
more complex formula is deduced in the search of the optimal amount of chirp
for the detection of a THz pulse of given length. The distortion that appears
for smaller features than Tlim that limits the resolution can be thought of
as the production of frequency sidebands with f = fopt ± fTHz (details see
[38]. This effect of frequency mixing is in newer experiments used as the
actual EO detection principle, then called upconversion, and deployed for the
measurement of THz pulses using narrowband laser probes [81], [78].

To overcome the limitations imposed by frequency mixing while still en-
abling single-shot measurements, a pure time-domain measurement called electro-
optic temporal decoding (EOTD) has been deployed. Here, the chirped laser
pulse with the imprinted bunch profile is analysed by means of second-harmonic
generation in a BBO crystal in a non-collinear way, where the chirped laser
pulse is sampled by a short gate pulse. This setup enabled faithful electro-optic
bunch shape reconstruction in a 2007 experiment at FLASH [74]. However,
this experimental setup requires a high-power laser (pulse energies about 0.3
mJ) to drive the nonlinear frequency doubling process. Similar setups extend-
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ing this idea are used by now named ’x-frog THz time domain spectroscopy’,
where in addition one spatial dimension is also mapped [51].

A further way of non-destructive bunch shape measurements is the electro-
optic spatial decoding (EOSpD). Here, the EO crystal is oriented to the passing
electron bunch under an angle, so consecutive parts of the electron bunch field
are imprinted in different parts of the chirped laser pulse. This scheme has
been deployed in an early bunch arrival time monitor at FLASH called TEO
(timing electro-optical experiment) [6].

In general electro-optic methods have become more popular since the advent
of laser driven THz pulses (for example by means of optical rectification) - in
this case, there already is a laser pulse inherently synchronised to the THz
pulse that has to be investigated. The same holds true for laser based electron
acceleration through plasma wakefields (see for an overview [50]). Especially
when an experiment operates at high repetition rates while producing only
low THz intensities multishot setups including lock-in amplifier technology is
often applied.
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Chapter 3

The FLASH Accelerator

FLASH, the free-electron laser at Hamburg, is an accelerator facility that
delivers high peak brilliance laser pulses in the deep UV and down to the soft
x-ray wavelength region for user experiments. Started as a collider test facility
(TTF), a main feature of this linear accelerator is the use of superconduct-
ing accelerating structures, leading to a good luminosity in linear colliders.
Important electron beam features for the use as a high-gain FEL are a high
peak current and a small transverse emittance of the electron bunches. In this
chapter, the accelerator facility is briefly described and the instrumentation
and bunch properties relevant for this thesis are discussed.

3.1 The Linear Accelerator

3.1.1 The Electron Gun

The electron gun is designed to create bunches of up to 1010 relativistic elec-
trons with a small transverse emittance and a small energy spread. This is
accomplished using a laser driven photo-cathode and a 1 1/2 cell normal con-
ducting RF structure. The photo-cathode laser is a multi-stage laser system
delivering a variety of pulse patterns at a wavelength of 262 nm (two times
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser) [82]. The focused laser beam impinges on
the photocathode and releases electrons via the photoelectric effect [42]. The
emitted electrons are accelerated away from the photo cathode with a field
gradient of up to 42 MV/m. Through reaching relativistic energies quickly,

57
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the FLASH facility. Shown are the major components
together with some longitudinal diagnostics instrumentation: Bunch compres-
sion monitors (BCM), EO setups at BC 2 and 140 m, Transverse Deflecting
Structure (TDS), four stage THz spectrometer (CRSIP4).

the impact of the internal Coulomb repulsion of the electrons is suppressed,
and thus the transverse emittance of the electron bunch is maintained. This
way, a normalised transverse emittance of less than 5 mm mrad (projected
emittance, rms, see [47]) is achieved. With an energy of about 4.5 MeV the
electron bunch is injected into the first acceleration module. The duration of
the uncompressed electron bunch at the exit of the gun is about 10 ps (FWHM)
or 6 ps rms.

3.1.2 Accelerating Modules

After the 2009 upgrade, a total of 7 accelerating modules is installed at FLASH,
powered by four klystrons. Every module contains eight niobium cavities that
are cooled to 2 K with liquid helium. Each of these cavities consists of nine
cells, a power coupler for the 1.3 GHz driving radio frequency (RF), a pick up
antenna for field diagnostic, and a higher order mode coupler for suppressing
higher resonant modes (see fig. 3.2). The cavities are standing wave resonators
exited by the high power RF in the TEM010 mode. An electron in the center
of a bunch enters the cell of a cavity at the moment of the zero crossing of the
electric field. While the electron propagates through the cell, the amplitude
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Figure 3.2: TESLA cavity. The electron bunch enters the next cell of the
cavity at the zero crossing of the field amplitude, thus beeing accelerated over
the whole length of the cavity. Adapted from [5].

grows until the electron is midway, and then decreases until the electron leaves
the cell. The amplitude is always positive so that the electron is gaining
energy all the time. As the electron reaches the next cell, the sign of the field
changes in both cells, and the process repeats. An electron in the same bunch,
but a distance δ before (behind) the bunch center is subjected to a negative
field amplitude after entering (before leaving) the cell. The energy gain gE(δ)

is proportional to cos ( δ
λ
) (for δ << λ) with λ being the wavelength of the

accelerating field (and twice the period length of the accelerating structure).
This mode of operation is called ‘on crest’ (though this originally refers to
electron acceleration in travelling wave resonators). To retrieve an energy
spread that grows monotonous over the length of the bunch (the ζ axis) which
is needed for later bunch compression, the bunch is injected into the cavity with
a phase offset φ resulting in an energy chirp E(ζ) proportional to sin (φ) ∗ δ
[20].

3.1.3 Bunch Compression

The peak current of the electron bunches at the exit of the electron gun is
about 40 A (see fig. 3.5) which is not sufficient for later lasing. Compressing
the bunch before acceleration would increase space charge effects. As these
drop with a factor of 1/γ2, the first bunch compressor is installed behind
the first acceleration module. There are two bunch compressors installed at
FLASH, called BC2 and BC3 (There has been another bunch compressor once,
BC1, which is obsolete now). They operate at electron energies of 130 MeV
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Figure 3.3: Principle of bunch compression. The inlets show the longitudinal
phase space (Energy E over longitudinal coordinate ζ) and the longitudinal
charge density (ρ) distribution (the projection of the phase space on the ζ
axis). For details on bunch compression, see text. Adapted from [36].

and 450 MeV, respectively. Bunch compressors consist of a magnetic chicane
forcing the electron bunch on a C-shaped (BC2) or S-shaped (BC3) detour
(see fig. 3.3). Having received a monotonous energy chirp in the preceding
accelerator module, leading electrons in the bunch have a lower momentum,
they are forced on a longer detour than electrons in the bunch tail. The
electrons are combined again to a much shorter bunch by leaving the bunch
compressor, while the energy spread has not changed. Typical compression
factors are about 10 and 5 in BC2 and BC3, respectively, however, varying
compression schemes are used in practice.

3.1.4 3.9 GHz Module

In the 2009 shutdown, a 3.9 GHz module has been added to FLASH. It is
a superconducting accelerator module operated at the third harmonic of the
FLASH driving frequency, driven by an additional klystron. It enables a dif-
ferent compression scheme for a more robust SASE operation and in particular
for a seeded operation of FLASH. The basic idea is that the energy chirp of
the electron bunch resulting from the ‘off-crest’ acceleration in ACC1 has a
nonlinear sine-shaped curvature. In first order approximation (i.e., for short
bunches), this is linear over the bunch length. The next term in the Taylor
expansion is cubic. To cancel this term, an energy chirp at the third harmonic
is applied to the bunch using the 3.9 GHz cavity with the correct phase offset
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Figure 3.4: Phase space linearisation using the 3.9 GHz module. On the left,
a phase space measurement without correction applied can be seen. It has
been made by Ch. Behrens using the Transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS).
On the right the same settings were used, but with a correcting field applied
to the bunch in the 3.9 GHz module. The curvature due to the (in this case,
nearly on-crest) acceleration in the preceding accelerator module (ACC1) is
nearly completely corrected. Taken from [79].

(Needed for curvature correction: decelerating the bunches, but only slightly;
the module is equipped with four nine cell cavities featuring lower accelerating
gradients). In fig. 3.5 results from start-to-end simulations (by I. Zagorodnov)
can be seen in which this bunch compression is simulated for a bunch charge
of 1 nC, an initial bunch length of 20 ps (FWHM) (a flat-top injector laser is
assumed), and a final energy of 1.2 GeV using the dual frequency linearisation
of the phase space. The current profile over the time axis is drawn with the
bunch head at the right side. Note the different axis ticks. In contrast to the
rollover compression scheme applied before the 2009 upgrade, the current pro-
file remains symmetric, and most of the bunch charge contributes to the lasing
high current part of the bunch [65]. The fragmentation of the simulated bunch
current at the entrance of the undulator (right picture) is due to collective
effects that diminish with lowering the total charge of the bunch. Since the
2009 upgrade, a typical operation bunch charge is 0.5 nC.

3.1.5 SASE process

After acceleration and compression, the electron bunch passes an energy col-
limator and enters an experiment and matching section before it reaches the
undulator section. Undulators are periodically poled magnetic structures with
a small gap, forcing the electron bunch on a sinusoidal trajectory [1]. The short
electron bunch with a high peak current emits synchroton radiation at each
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Figure 3.5: Longitudinal charge profile at different locations in FLASH. Sim-
ulations done for a 1 nC bunch by I. Zagorodnov. The bunch head is at the
right side. Note the different axis ticks.

bend. If the overlap of the emitted x-ray radiation and the electron bunch is
maintained, the light field induces a density modulation in the electron bunch
(microbunching, see fig. 3.6). This process is self-enhancing at the right con-
ditions and leads to coherent emission of short and intense laser pulses in the
SASE (self amplified spontaneous emission) process [54]. The undulators need
a certain minimum length depending on the undulator gap, its period length
and the electron bunch energy and emittance to reach the SASE gain satura-
tion. The laser pulses are directed through a photon diagnostic section into
the FLASH experimental hall, where they can be distributed to different beam
lines for user experiments.

3.1.6 Timing of the Bunches

FLASH is equipped with superconducting cavities featuring very low wall
losses. As a consequence, the driving RF field can be maintained longer than in
normal conducting devices. At FLASH, the RF macropulse is 800 µs long and
is delivered ten times a second (10 Hz), see fig. 3.7. During the macropulse,
a bunch train with repetition rates of 10 kHz or up to 1 MHz is injected into
the cavities. A 3 MHz option has been tested for a high current mode. This
timing scheme needs to be covered by all devices from the injector laser to the
diagnostics, resulting in a couple of devices operated at 10 Hz, while others can
cover every bunch in the macropulse. The actual bunch length depends on the
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the SASE process, adapted from [54]. In the begin-
ning of the undulator, the electron bunches start to emit synchroton radiation
randomly phased but mainly at the undulator design wavelength. This radia-
tion imprints a density modulation on the elctron bunch while copropagating
through the undulator. The microbunched electron bunch emits coherent light.

location in the linear accelerator as well as on the compression scheme and is
typically about 150 fs FWHM at the undulator entrance in normal operation
mode. Devices that are designed to work on the electron bunches or measure
their properties need to be precisely synchronised to the accelerator driving
frequency (1.3 GHz, also subharmonics are distributed) and triggered by the
10 Hz machine trigger that is spread around the facility. The timing is derived
from the AC line zero crossing: When 100 ms are over since the last trigger
(in 10 Hz mode), the next trigger is created at the next zero crossing of the
144th subharmonic of 1.3 GHz (9.027 MHz) after the AC line zero crossing.
The 9 MHz clock signal runs continuously, but any device synchronised with
the electron bunch needs to wait for the machine trigger to hit the right 9 MHz
bucket.
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1 MHz <=> 1 µs
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Figure 3.7: Timing of the electron bunches in the FLASH accelerator. Ten
macropulses per second containing several electron bunches are accelerated
together by one cavity filling of a duration of 800 µs. A typical macropulse
train consists of 2 to 30, but up to 2400 electron bunches. The intra bunch
train repetition rate can be varied between 10 kHz and 3 MHz but is usually
100 kHz or 1 MHz. The bunches itself have a length on the scale of picoseconds.

3.2 Longitudinal Diagnostics

The measurement of the longitudinal bunch profile, i.e., the charge distribu-
tion ρ along the ζ axis in a rotational symmetric way (1D) is a challenging
task, as the compressed bunches have a length of only a few hundred mi-
crometers (depending on the compression scheme) and may even have a subtle
microstructure. There are a few devices meant for this task, some are well
established and in operation for years, others are still experiments.

3.2.1 Transverse Deflecting Structure

The Transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS), also called LOLA after their in-
ventors (Loew, Larsson, and Altenmueller [46]), is a precise way to determine
the longitudinal bunch profile and even the phase space distribution of the
bunch. Since the 2009 upgrade it is located just before the undulator sec-
tion. It consists of a 3.6 m long travelling wave cavity powered by a klystron
(S-band, 2856 MHz), a fast kicker magnet, a dipole with a drift section and
different screens including cameras. When the electron bunch enters the cav-
ity, an electric field perpendicular to the direction of propagation is applied.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the Transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS) layout
and operation principle. The electrons in the bunch are subjected to a position
depending kick Fy and thus sheared at the screen. A dipole and a dispersive
section form an energy spectrometer. Using both, the longitudinal phase space
distribution E over ζ is accessible. BPM - beam position monitor, Quads -
pair of quadrupole magnets.

This field is zero for an electron in the center of the bunch and has opposite
signs for electrons in the head and the tail of the bunch. In this way electrons
with different longitudinal positions in the bunch (pictured as slices in fig. 3.8)
are subjected to a transversal kick (±Fy) depending on their position. After a
drift section the electrons have a corresponding transverse displacement. The
longitudinal coordinate has been transformed to the vertical coordinate. A
dipole in the beginning of the drift section can be used to horizontally deflect
the electrons in the bunch according to their momentum. Together with the
drift section this results in a translation of the energy information to the hor-
izontal axis on the OTR screen. Thus, a transformation of the longitudinal
phase space (t, δE/E) to (y, x) coordinates is achieved. Depending on the
magnet optics used, a longitudinal resolution of some tens of femtoseconds (fs)
can be reached. The energy spectrometer resolution depends on the strength
of the dipole and the length of the dispersive section. After having passed the
TDS, the electron bunch can not be used for lasing, making this a destruc-
tive method. The filling time of the deflecting cavity (0.64 µs) allows for the
investigation of one bunch out of the bunch train when the fast kicker is used.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the upgraded BCM (bunch compression monitor)
installed behind BC2. The electron bunch passes through a small slit in the
diffraction screen. The emitted radiation grows with increasing bunch compres-
sion. The radiation is focused on pyroelectric sensors. The signal is amplified
with different amplifiers and sampled. Picture taken from [10].

3.2.2 Beam Compression Monitors

A couple of monitor systems rely on the measurement of the radiation emitted
by the electron bunch when it passes a bend (synchroton radiation, SR, [25]),
traverses a thin metal foil (transition radiation, TR, used for transversal elec-
tron bunch diagnostic and projected emittance measurements (OTR standard
diagnostic [17], CTR beamline with four stage spectrometer, see sec. 3.2.3)) or
passes a small slit in a metal screen (diffraction radiation, DR (BCM)). All of
these different processes produce incoherent and coherent radiation depending
on the electron bunch properties and regarded wavelength. A bunch starts to
emit coherently as soon as the wavelength of the emitted radiation is on the
order of magnitude of the bunch length (cooperation or coherence length). If a
bunch of N electrons emits incoherent radiation, the intensity is proportional
to N . In the coherent case the overall intensity grows dramatically as it is now
proportional to N2.

Behind each bunch compressor and behind the energy collimator a bunch
compression monitor (BCM) is installed. This device is a sensor for the am-
plitude of the diffraction radiation (DR) of the electron bunch passing a slit in
a thin metallic foil. A typical setup consists of a diffraction screen, focussing
optics, and a pyroelectric sensor that is sensitive over a large wavelength range
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Figure 3.10: Operation principle of the four stage CTR spectrometer
(CRISP4). The mirrors M1 and M2 are for initial alignment. The grating
G0 acts as a low pass filter. The deflected zeroth order of each grating is
decomposed by the consecutive grating. The grey components are gold cold
coated ring mirrors that direct the spectrally decomposed radiation onto 30
pyroelectric sensors each. Taken from [80].

in the near and far infrared (see fig. 3.9, here, three different optics and sen-
sors of varying sensitivity can be used). Some amplifier electronics and an
analogue/digital converter (ADC) connect this device to the control system
enabling an intra bunch train feedback on the bunch compression (Repetition
rate of up to 1 MHz). The BCMs do not interact with the bunch and are
a tool used in standard operation. Together with charge readings and some
calculations, the bunch length can be estimated from the BCM signal.

3.2.3 CTR Spectroscopy

A much more sophisticated approach is the spectral decomposing of the coher-
ent transition radiation (CTR) emitted by a bunch that hits a metal screen.
At FLASH, this is achieved by the use of a beam line for the transport of the
THz radiation, a four stage assembly of optical gratings, and a correspond-
ing detector array of pyroelectric sensors. The 20 m long evacuated beamline
transports the radiation emitted by the electron bunch from the accelerator
tunnel to the laboratory over six remotely steered mirrors. It is designed for
wavelengths from 0.2 THz up to the optical regime [15]. The focusing elements
of the beamline are designed to image the spot on the metal screen where the
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electron bunch hits onto the detector device. The complete spectrometer is
mounted in a vacuum vessel [80]. It consists of four reflective gratings for
different wavelengths in a staged scheme: The zeroth order reflected by one
grating is decomposed by the next grating (see fig. 3.10). Two sets of gratings
can be used, one for the mid-infrared wavelength range from 5 µm to 43.5 µm
and one for the far-infrared radiation range from 45 µm to 440 µm. The grat-
ing set can be chosen remotely. The deflected and dispersed radiation hits
gold mirrors that direct it on an array of 30 pyroelectric sensors per grating,
giving a total of 120 pyroelectric sensors. The signal of each sensor is amplified
in a charge sensitive preamplifier and a gaussian shaping amplifier before it
is sampled by a 14 bit, 9 MHz ADC. Different sets of amplifiers can be used
to achieve a 10 Hz or 1 MHz repetition rate of the single shot measurements.
The spectrometer is calibrated utilising the transverse deflecting cavity (TDS).
From the bunch shapes measured with the TDS the form factors (the Fourier
transform of the normalised line charge density) are calculated and compared
to the form factors calculated from the spectroscopic measurement. In this
calculation the transport of the THz radiation through the CTR beam line,
the grating efficiency and the wavelength dependend sensitivity of the pyro-
electric sensor need to be considered. The spectrometer becomes a standard
diagnostic tool, with operator friendly software fully integrated in the control
system, under the name CRISP4. It is especially useful for the measurement
of low charge bunches at high compression.

3.2.4 Electro-Optical Devices

Another class of devices tests the Coulomb field of the electron bunch utilising
the Pockels effect occuring in nonlinear optical crystals. These crystals become
birefringent when an electric field is applied to them. This change can be tested
using a polarised laser beam (see sec. 2.3.3). There are different setups in use
at FLASH. Those that are part of this thesis are described in detail in chapter
4.2.

The timing electro-optic experiment (TEO) uses a part of the pump-probe
laser pulse also used for the user experiments [6]. It relies on the technique
of spatial decoding and is a rather complex setup, involving an optical fibre
transport with dispersion compensation including a spatial light modulator,
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the actual EO setup in the beam pipe, and a gated camera. This setup allowed
to measure the pump probe laser/electron bunch timing precisely for the first
time, which is useful for an a posteriori sorting of the pump/probe shots.
Even though it is possible, this device is not meant or optimised to be used
for measurements of the longitudinal bunch shape.

Another area for EO experiments at FLASH is at 140m, where the bunches
are fully compressed. This area has been used for EO experiments using the
temporal decoding technique, where the stretched laser pulse with the im-
printed information of the bunch train is sampled by a short laser pulse using
a frequency doubling crystal. These measurements have reached the highest
temporal resolutions up to now, bunch shape features with a length of less
than 60 fs have been measured [11]. However these experiments make use of a
complex laser system making it not ideal for the use as a standard diagnostic
tool. Different other EO experiments have been conducted in this area mak-
ing use of the existing vacuum chamber and laser transfer line. A detailed
description of the present spectral decoding setup is found in chapter 4.2.

Using the experiences gained with the setup at 140m, another bunch shape
monitor relying on the EO principle has been added to FLASH. This com-
pact EO monitor is installed behind the first bunch compressor (BC2, thus
’EO@BC2’) and uses the electro optic spectral decoding detection principle
(see 2.3.7). A detailed description can be found in the next chapter (see 4.3),
as the installation of this monitor is part of this thesis (see also [12]).

More electro-optic experiments are conducted at a second output port of
the CTR beamline where also the four stage CTR spectrometer is situated
[34]. Electro-optic sampling (EOS, see 2.3.7) is used for the investigation of
the properties of the transmitted THz radiation in the temporal domain and
thus to characterise the CTR beamline [85].
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

This chapter gives an overview of the experimental setups used in this thesis, it
is divided into three parts. The first one is dedicated to the technical realisation
of the ytterbium doped fibre laser (YDFL) system. Its development starting
from a prototype laser system [83] up to now is covered here as well. The laser
system is in use at the EO station at 140 meter, which is described in detail
in the second section of this chapter. A third section covers the EO setup
downstream the first bunch compressor (BC2) with its new frontend design
and commercial laser system.

4.1 Ytterbium Doped Fibre Laser System

The YDFL system is realised in the master laser power amplifier (MOPA) con-
figuration. The oscillator development emphasis was to meet the requirements
of stability and it has been optimised for synchronisation to the accelerator
driving frequency. The amplifier stages have been designed to deliver the pulse
energy and bandwidth needed for single-shot electro-optical measurements and
to allow for different burst schemes using gating components.

4.1.1 Oscillator

General Design

In chapter 2.2.5, the general design of the laser oscillator has been sketched.
Here the details are presented. First the light path may be regarded once
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the YDFL oscillator. Iso: isolator, WDM: wavelength
division multiplexer, λ/2 and λ/4: half/quarter wave plates, PBC: polarising
beam cube, DM: D-shaped mirror, gain: Yb doped gain fibre. Osci out marks
the actual free space output port of the oscillator.

(compare fig. 4.1 and fig. 4.2). The oscillator is optically pumped with a
600 mW, 950 mA single-mode fibre coupled laser diode emitting cw light at
976 nm matching the main absorption band of ytterbium (see fig. 2.7). A
high pump power is used for modelock search but in standard operation the
pump power is decreased to typically 300 mW. Over a wavelength division
multiplexer (WDM), the pump light is coupled into the active fibre (Coractive
Yb 164, now sold as Yb 501). The gain fibre has a length of 58 cm. The high
dopant concentration results in a strong absorption at 976 nm, leading to an
attenuation of the pump light in the gain fibre of more than 50 db. The light
emitted around 1030 nm by the gain fibre is directed through a collimator and
two motorised retarder wave plates. In the fibre section, the polarisation state
of the light is arbitrarily changed. With the λ quarter wave plate, the polar-
isation is linearised, and with the λ half wave plate, the splitting ratio at the
following polarising beam splitter cube is defined. Beam cubes are transmit-
tive for horizontally polarised light and reflective for vertically polarised light.
The reflected component is the actual oscillator output. The transmitted light
passes over a D-shaped mirror and enters a double-pass grating compressor
which is needed for dispersion compensation. The grating separation is vari-
able, distances between 2 cm to 3.5 cm are possible, so different amounts of
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Figure 4.2: 3D drawing of the YDFL free space section. The light pass con-
sideration (see text) starts at the fibre collimator in the upper right. The grey
components are the motorised wave plate holders. The black cage system con-
tains two polarising beam cubes, the upper one is the oscillator output, in the
other one the output is divided into two parts that are both coupled into a
fibre collimater (only mounts shown) over a mirror. The D-shaped mirror is
passed on the way to the double-pass grating compressor, whose end mirror is
slightly tilted with respect to the perpendicular plane to the optical axis. On
the way back the beam is thus reflected on the D-shape mirror and directed
through the isolator (the cylindrical device) and a pair of waveplates, again
motorised, into a fibre collimator. The holder for the end collimator and the
holder for the first grating of the compressor (on the left side) are mounted
on miniature manual delay stages that can be adjusted from outside the laser
oscillator housing. By courtesy of K. Ludwig.
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Length GVD/cm total GVD
in cm in (fs)2/cm in (fs)2

gain fibre 58 222 12876
SMF 87 222 19314

free space 61 0 0
grating compressor 2.4 -12872 -30892

total 211 - 1297
Repetition rate 108.676 MHz

Table 4.1: Dispersion map of the YDFL. The cavity length fine adjustment
affects only the free-space length. For the calculation of the repetition rate the
optical path length is considered. The total GVD value is slightly positive.

chirp can be added. Having been reflected at the end mirror under a slight
angle, the light hits the D-shaped mirror on the return path and is guided
through an isolator that prevents counterpropagating pulses in the ring cavity
which helps finding a modelocked state of operation. Another pair of mo-
torised wave plates is traversed that sets the polarisation state of the light to
elliptical before the light enters the fibre part of the cavity again. Between the
collimator and the pump light coupling WDM (i.e., in the low power branch
of the cavities’ fibre part), a piezo fibre stretcher is passed which accounts for
quick changes of the laser cavity length (see ’Repetition Rate Control’).

Dispersion Control

A laser pulse that propagates through the fibre temporally broadens due to the
dispersion of the fibre material (see sec. 2.1.6). The laser pulses that may have
a considerable bandwidth (here, up to 40 nm) are subjected to this dispersion
every roundtrip. To realign the dispersed parts of the laser pulse again, a
dispersion compensation inside the cavity is needed. In this laser oscillator it
is a double pass grating compressor. This is chosen as there exists no dispersion
compensating single mode fibre for wavelengths below 1300 nm for fundamental
reasons (Beside very new photonic crystal fibres that have other disadvantages
such as losses, pulse distortion through higher order dispersion, or splicing
difficulty). Thus only bulk optics can be used here. In a grating compressor,
the light of a lower wavelength is stronger deflected than the light of a higher
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wavelength. If a stretched laser pulse with a positive chirp (That is, ’red’
spectral components are leading in the pulse, while ’blue’ components follow)
is incident on a grating compressor, the leading ’red’ spectral components
have a longer optical path than the ’blue’ ones. The added group velocity
dispersion (GVD) of a double-pass grating compressor can be expressed as [3]
(using ω0 = 2πc/λ)

GVD = − λ3
0

(πcΛ cos (θr))2
. (4.1)

Here λ0 = 1060 nm is the central wavelength, Λ = 1.66 µm (equaling
g = 600 lines/mm) the distance of the grating periodicity, and θr = 30◦ the
angle between the facet normal of the blazed grating and the diffracted light.
Adjusting the grating separation, the amount of anomalous dispersion (that
leads to a negative chirp) can be set, the separation is adjustable between 2
cm and 3.6 cm. The GVD of the fibre pigtails of the components (HI1060)
has been specified to have a dispersion of Dλ = −38 ps/(nm · km) which can
be transformed using GVD = −Dλ ∗ λ2

0/(2πc). The dispersion of the active
fibre has been assumed to equal that of the HI1060 fibre as no specifications
are given by the manufacturer. Using these values, a dispersion map for the
laser oscillator can be made up (tab. 4.1).

Repetition rate control

The ytterbium doped fibre laser oscillator is designed to deliver pulses with a
repetition rate of 108.33 MHz. This equals the 12th subharmonic of 1.3 GHz,
the acceleration frequency at FLASH. An exact subharmonic is needed for syn-
chronisation purposes. The repetition rate of a standard bulk laser depends
only on the length of the laser cavity: f = c/2L or, for a ring cavity and a signif-
icant part of it fibre coupled, f = c/Lopt with Lopt = nfree ∗ lfree + nfibre ∗ lfibre,
where Lopt is the length of the optical path in the cavity, nfree = 1 the index
of refraction of air, lfree the length of the free-space part in the cavity, and
corresponding nfibre = 1.45 and lfibre the index of refraction of the waveguide
fibre and its length. Lopt is used in tab. 4.1 to calculate the repetition rate.
There is no external clock applied to the laser system. The repetition rate
is controlled by tuning the cavity length using two mechanisms, a slow one
to cancel drifts of the laser frequency relative to the accelerator reference (for
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example due to environmental changes in the laser laboratory) and a fast one
to compensate for sudden changes produced by shocks. The fast length sta-
bilisation is accomplished using a piezo fibre stretcher. This device stretches
the fibre about 10 µm proportionial to an applied voltage of 0 V to 150 V
corresponding to a detuning of about ±1kHz. The lowest electromechanical
resonance of this fibre stretcher is specified to be at 20 kHz, which sets a up-
per limit for the excitation of the piezo stretcher and subsequently the cutoff
frequency of the control loop. The design cutoff frequency is about 1 kHz as
for high frequencies the laser oscillator is very stable (see sec. 5.1.4).

For the slow drift compensation the prototype mentioned above had a mo-
torised delay stage. As a major modification of the oscillator, this delay stage
was spared in the new design. Aside the difficult alignment the movement of
the stage itself introduced vibrations that had a negative effect on the laser
stability. A solution not using any mechanical elements could be found in an
active temperature stabilisation. To achieve a good performance of this sta-
bilisation of the lasers’ free space and fibre part a redesign of the whole laser
housing became necessary. The oscillators optomechanics for the free space
part of the cavity is now mounted in a box with thick aluminium base plate,
walls and top cover with two compartments. The lower part contains the free
space part of the cavity including the fibre collimators (see fig. 4.2). The fibre
part of the cavity is loosely laid on an aluminium plate in the upper part of the
box. On this plate the resistive heaters and the temperature sensors for the
stabilisation are installed. There are no peltier elements that allow for cooling,
instead the standard operation temperature of the laser oscillator is raised with
respect to the laboratory temperature by typically 5◦C. The heating power is
low, the maximum chosen to be 15 W, but the thermal shielding (1.5 cm thick
rubber foam all around the aluminium box) leads to a low coupling to the
environment. Measurements of the performance are presented in section 5.1.5.

4.1.2 Synchronisation

In order to achieve an active stabilisation of the repetition rate a control loop
has to be set up. The input for a control loop that has to be established
is an electric pulse train created from a part of the pulse train split directly
behind the laser oscillator output which is directed onto a biased high band-
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Figure 4.3: Layout of the laser oscillator synchronisation. ADC: analogue-
digital converter, DAC: digital-analogue converter, BPF: band pass filter (cen-
tral frequency depicted to the right), LPF: low pass filter (cutoff frequency
1.9 MHz), VM: vector modulator, DSP: digital signal processor, Phase: slow
phase detector

width photo diode (ET3500F, UBias = 15V , cutoff frequency = 12.5 GHz)(see
fig. 4.3). This signal is split up to feed a slow phase detector at the funda-
mental frequency (108 MHz) and a high frequency (1.3 GHz) part for precise
synchronisation. The right harmonic of the pulse train for each branch is
picked using a band pass filter with the according frequency and amplified.
The error signal in the high frequency branch is obtained by mixing the 1.3
GHz retrieved from the optical pulse train with the 1.3 GHz reference from
the FLASH master oscillator (MO). The error signal vanishes when the laser
pulses have the exact subharmonic (in this case, the 12th) of the FLASH ac-
celeration frequency. The master oscillater (MO) also delivers other reference
frequencies throughout the FLASH facility such as 108 MHz. To define the
total phase, a slow phase detector (AD9515) is used in the low frequency part.
In a multi-step digital regulation algorithm (last version written P. Predki)
that runs on a fast digital signal processing (DSP) unit, the laser is locked
onto the correct 108 MHz phase and then to the next 1.3 GHz zero crossing.
This is achieved by acting on the piezo stretcher in the oscillator cavity using
a digital/analogue converter (DAC) and a piezo driver unit. If the laser is to
be shifted with respect to the electron bunch, the 1.3 GHz signal coming from
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the MO is phase shifted using a remotely controled vector modulator (VM).

4.1.3 Amplifier and Gating

T = 9.2 ns Oscillator output f         = 108.33 MHzRep, 0

T = 100 ms Amplifier output f            = 10 HzRep, Amp

T = 110 ns Intermediate frequency f          = 9 MHzRep, Int

Figure 4.4: Gating scheme suited for electro-optic spectral decoding. The
intermediate frequency can vary between the full oscillator repetition rate and
1 MHz, 9 MHz has been chosen for taylored SPM optimisation. The amplifier
output frequency can be varied between 10 Hz and 1 MHz to adapt to the
readout of the experiment conducted.

The oscillator delivers pulses with an energy of about 0.5 nJ of which a
significant part is used for the synchronisation. To achieve the needed pulse
energies of more than 5 nJ, a repetition rate that matches the capabilites of
the readout system of the EO setup, a bandwidth needed for the actual EO
experiment, the correct pulse length and a low background, a two stage am-
plifier was constructed. The layout of the amplifier scheme is depicted in fig.
4.5. The input ’Osci Out’ corresponds to the ’Osci Out’ output of fig. 4.1.
The laser pulse train that exits the oscillator is split up with a fixed splitting
ratio which is defined using a λ half wave plate and a polarising beam cube.
Both parts are coupled into a fibre, one part is used for synchronisation and
directed onto a photodiode, the other part is fed into a booster amplifier. The
pulses have a positive chirp when they leave the oscillator, further dispersion
in the preamplifier adds more chirp to the pulses. The pulse energy is in-
creased by a factor of 10 in the gain fibre (optically pumped with an equal
laser diode as the oscillator, length of the gain fibre: 45 cm). As the booster
amplifier is operated at the full repetition rate, no isolator is needed to pre-
vent ASE light from traveling backwards and disturbing the oscillator. ASE
is an acronym for amplified spontaneous emission and describes the radiation
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Figure 4.5: Layout of the two-stage ytterbium doped amplifier. The first stage
is a booster amplifier operated at the full repetition rate. A grating compressor
overcompensates the postive chirp of the laser pulses. The gated amplifier is
operated at 9 MHz behind the first AOM (acousto-optic modulator). Nonlin-
earities occuring due to the high power of the short pulses are used to enhance
the spectral bandwidth via self phase modulation (SPM). The last AOM su-
presses unwanted background light (ASE) and produces a 10 Hz pulse train.
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of the YDFL system. To the left, the open oscillator
box can be seen with its thick aluminium walls, the rubber foam isolation,
and the fibre compartment. In the upper right, there are the three laser diode
mounts in the upper part next to a box with RF lock electronics. In the lower
part, the prechirper double-pass grating compressor can be seen together with
some optics for diagnostic purposes that are permantly installed. The free-
space exit of the YDFL system is to the right.

occuring in a pumped fibre where the population inversion is not depleted by
a seed laser pulse. The active medium starts to emit cw light at the natural
emission wavelength with a broad spectrum (for ytterbium, this is 1030±15
nm). Beside this ASE radiation, a laser breakthrough can happen: If at the
ends of the amplifier a fraction of the light is reflected (at splices of minor
quality or inside collimators), a parasitic lasing process can build up using this
low-Q cavity. This lasing process also produces unwanted radiation in both
directions of the amplifier and can thus harm the pump diode of the amplifier
or disturb the oscillator as it is of small bandwidth and high power. The ASE
radiation poses a problem whenever an amplifier is operated at low repetition
rates. At 108 MHz, the inversion population cannot build completely up be-
tween to seed pulses, so no ASE light is expected. The laser pulse train has
an arbitrary polarisation state when it leaves the booster amplifier, as it is
made from standard single mode fibre. The laser pulse energy is now about
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1 nJ and the pulses are stretched with a positive chirp due to material dis-
persion in the oscillator and the booster amplifier. Before the pulses enter
the prechirper the polarisation state is set to horizontal as the grating com-
pressor then reaches its maximum efficiency. In this compressor the positive
pulse chirp is overcompensated so that the pulses have a negative chirp when
they enter the gated amplifier. The pulse length at the exit of the prechirper
depends on the grating separation which is remotely controllable. As in the
intracavity grating compressor, standard Thorlabs reflective gratings with 600
l/mm are used having a specified efficiency of 85% in the first order. This
results in 50% total efficiency of the prechirper. The pulse train now enters
the gated amplifer which is constructed using polarisation maintaining (PM)
fibre. This kind of fibre intentionally breakes the symmetry of the usual single
mode fibre by introducing a stress element. It induces a strong birefringency
in the fibre, defining two axes along which the light wave can propagate, a
slow axis and a fast axis. To hit only one (the slow) axis, a λ half wave plate
is used to match the polarisation plane of the incident light to the orientation
of the PM fibre collimator. If linearly polarised light is coupled into a PM
fibre at an angle between the fast and the slow axis, the pulse is divided into
its projected polarisation components and reaches the end of the fibre as two
pulses following each other. The pulse train now is gated in an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM). This device serves as a fast optic switch. It consists of a
GaP crystal with two supersonic transducers glued to it. A pulsed high power
RF drive signal originating from a power RF driver (200 MHz, 5 Watt) excites
the transducers, leading to a traveling sound wave in the GaP crystal. When
this sound pulse is timed with an laser pulse, the regular density variation in
the crystal induced by the sound wave serves as a bragg grating for the light
wave. The laser pulse is deflected such that it enters the exit fibre. If no sound
wave is exited, the laser pulse does not hit the exit fibre. The on/off ratio of
these devices is rather good, surpressing the unwanted pulses to a high degree
(more than 45 dB). The overall insertion loss is depending on the switching
speed: For a high switching speed, the laser light needs to be focused down
to a small focus, as the sound velocity in the crystal limits the rapidity with
which the traveling sound wave can uniformly spread over the area of the laser
focus. However, for bulk devices this leads to a small aperture, and for fi-
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bre devices to higher coupling losses. In the first AOM (insertion loss 3 dB)
the laser pulse train is gated down to a repetition rate of 9 MHz. At this
rate the backtraveling ASE light from the pumped gain fibre may already be
a problem, thus an isolator is used to surpress disturbances. The gain fibre
(Coractive Yb 500, the PM equivalent to the SM Yb 164 gain fibre used in
the oscillator and the booster amplifier) is again optically pumped with an
equal laser diode as the oscillator (max. 600 mW cw laser light at 976 nm in
a single mode fibre, 950 mA pump current). Here, the gain fibre is pumped in
a counterpropagating direction. This leads to a stronger population inversion
at the end of the gain fibre where the incident gated laser pulses already have
gained some energy. A gain profile with a maximum at the end of the gain
fibre is thus produced. As the pulses enter the gated amplifier with a negative
chirp and the chirp due to material dispersion is positive, the length of the
laser pulses initially decreases (see sec. 2.1.6). The pulses are amplified in
the active fibre and become shorter due to the cancellingof the initial chirp,
thus strong nonlinear interaction can be exspected. The main effect is the self
phase modulation (SPM, see sec. 2.1.7) that leads to new frequency compo-
nents on the steep edges of the laser pulse. The strength of the effect can be
tailored by controling the amount of chirp of the incident laser pulses and the
pulse energy which is determined by the booster and gated amplifier pump
power. The incident laser pulses have a spectral bandwidth of about 20 nm
FWHM due to gain narrowing in the booster amplifier, the spectral width can
be expanded to more than 50 nm FWHM (See sec. 5.2.2 for measurements).
As the EO setup readout cannot handle the intermediate frequency of 9 MHz,
the second AOM operating at a lower sound frequency of 80 MHz is used to
produce a 10 Hz output. The insertion loss of the slow AOM is about 1.5 dB
and it has a switching speed of 20 ns (10% to 90% rise time). This second
AOM also suppresses unwanted ASE light in forward direction.
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4.2 EO at 140 m

The experimental area at 140 m at FLASH together with its junction to the
laser laboratory in building 28g was originally set up for experiments using
a Ti:sapphire amplifier and thin electro-optic crystals to push the borders
of the temporal resolution of electro-optic electron bunch diagnostics. These
experiments are still a benchmark in the field as the fundamental limits posed
by the phonon resonances in the crystal were essentially reached [74]. Bunch
features as short as 60 fs have been measured. The infrastructure built for these
experiments is flexible and allows different other experiments using the same
equipment with slight changes. For this thesis it was adapted to an ytterbium
fibre laser based spectral decoding experiment, an EO setup having different
fundamental constrains so that lower temporal resolutions are to be expected
(see sec. 2.3.7). Nevertheless the new laser system is capable of prolongued
operation and thus facilitates the possibility of a longitudinal bunch shape
monitor which had to be tested. The laser system and the readout together
with the needed electronics is situated in the laser laboratory 28g, while in
the accelerator tunnel a second optical table is installed holding the vacuum
chamber with the EO crystals. The laser transfer line facilitates the transport
of the laser pulse trains to and from the tunnel.

4.2.1 The Laser Transfer Line

The transfer line consists of four mirrors installed in a u-shaped pipe with
a diameter of 12 cm, two of the mirrors are gold-coated off-axis parabolic
mirrors with a focusing length of 6 m and a projected diameter of 6 cm (refer
to fig. 4.7). These mirrors enclose the main beam pipe of 12.15 m length
that traverses the radiation shielding of the FLASH tunnel. They form an
approximate 2f setup and are remotely controlable to adjust the beam path
through the transfer line. The other two mirrors are plane mirrors and installed
over the ends of the transport line, each attached to the associated optical
table to minimise vibrations and thus beam pointing instabilites. Indeed the
beam path of the YDFL laser system is very stable, taking the 0.16 mm2

detector area of a photodiode inside the tunnel as position reference, no drift
of the beam path from the YDFL laser system into the tunnel occurs over a
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Figure 4.7: Cross section of the laser laboratory, the FLASH tunnel and the
laser transfer line. Not to scale.

length of more than 20 m and a duration of months. The prior used 4f setup
with intermediate lenses and the possibility of evacuating the beam transfer
line for high power pulses has been altered to allow a beam transport with
minimised dispersion acting on the laser pulses to also facilitate electro-optic
sampling experiments. The lenses have been taken out and the two vacuum
windows at the ends of the beam pipe of the old setup have been repaclaced
by pellicels (foils originally intended for beam splitting). The pellicles have a
high transmission and a minimum thickness (about 2 µm). Even though the
transfer line is not evacuated as was needed for the high peak power pulses from
the Ti:sapphire amplifer, a closure of the ends is still necessary for two reasons.
First, there might be air pressure differences between the laser laboratory and
the accelerator tunnel, leading to air flow through the laser transfer line. This
needs to be avoided as such a flow might disturb the laser pulses. Second, the
accelerator tunnel is a place with a high amount of dust particles in the air.
The upward pointing end part of the tunnel side laser transfer line works as a
downpipe for dust particles that accumulate on the gold coated mirror when
no precautions are taken.

4.2.2 Setup in the Tunnel and the Vacuum Chamber

As the part of the laser transfer line between the two focusing mirrors is not ex-
actly 12 m long and the focusing length of the mirrors is not optimally matched
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Figure 4.8: Photograph of the EO setup in the tunnel at 140 m. M1-M5
mirrors, L1-L3 waveplates, PBS polarising beam splitter, GLP Glan Laser
prism. The EO crystal and the successive mirror are drawn in yellow at the
EO port. For a beam path consideration see text.

and due to the inherent broadening the laser arrives on the optical table in the
tunnel with a diameter of about 10 mm (1/e2) which is still acceptable with
1 inch optics. The situation on the optial table in the tunnel is depicted in
fig. 4.8. The exit of the laser transfer line is on the left. Its upper mirror on
the tunnel side is turned by 90◦, and so is the polarisation plane of the laser
pulses. This is corrected for with a λ half wave plate (L1) and verified by a
Glan laser prism (GLP, coated Glan Thompson prism). The wave plate mount
is motorised, so the splitting ratio at the beam cube can be set remotely. The
vertically polarised part is directed onto a fast photodiode (L1, bandwidth
12.3 GHz) and used for a laser pulse alignment and arrival time check. The
horizontally polarised laser pulses are directed on a motorised focusing mirror
(M2) with a focusing lengh of 1 m directly before the entrance window to
the vacuum chamber. The laser pulses cross the beam path of the electron
bunches and are focused onto the EO crystal. If the screen at the OTR port is
not moved into the electron bunch beam path, the electron bunches pass the
electro-optic crystals mounted at the movable EO port. There are two different
crystals mounted on the crystal holder: a thin galliumphosphide (GaP) crys-
tal without any coating in the lower place with a nominal thickness of 0.2 mm
(measured: 185 µm), and a thick GaP crystal (0.5 mm) in the upper place with
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an antireflection coating for light of 1030 nm at the back plane. If the electron
beam orbit is centered in the beam pipe, each crystal has the same distance
to the electron beam. The laser pulses that traverse the electro-optic crystals
a few millimeter from the edge are reflected out of the vacuum chamber by a
mirror mounted directly behind the electro-optic crystal (yellow). The total
distance between the electron bunches and the laser spot on the crystal is not
more than 5 mm. The motorised mirrors M2, M3 and M4 are used to switch
the beam path of the laser from the upper to the lower crystal. The laser beam
has a small diameter when it exits the vacuum chamber as the window is only
some centimeters behind the focus on the crystal. A λ/4 wave plate (L2) is
used to account for residual birefringence of the EO crystal and a motorised
λ/2 wave plate defines the polarisation state at the following polarising beam
splitter cube (BPS) which acts as the analyser in the EO setup. Here the
polarisation modulation imprinted onto the laser pulse is converted into an
amplitude modulation. The laser light of the unused vertical polarisation is
directed onto a second photodiode (PD2) to check for the correct waveplate
setting of L3. The laser beam broadens until it hits the next focusing mirror
(M4) that collimates the beam. It then is redirected to the laboratory using
the laser transfer line. On the way back, the off-axis parabolic mirrors in the
beam line are hit off-centre which leads to a slight beam distortion in the laser
lab.

4.2.3 Readout and Temporal Overlap

In the spectral decoding setup, the spectral components experience a differ-
ent amplitude modulation. The readout is done with a grating spectrometer
(600 l/mm, blazed for 1 µm) and a 512 pixel wide cooled InGaAs CCD array
(Andor IDus DU490A-1.7), both situated in the laser laboratory. The camera
has a minimum exposure time of 1.4 µs, so it can neither be operated at the
full YDFL repetition rate of 108 MHz nor at the full intra-bunch repetition
rate of FLASH (1 MHz). Averaging over unmodulated laser pulses needs to
be avoided as the signal to noise ration would drop unacceptably. Instead, the
laser pulse is gated down to 10 Hz and background laser light is thus supressed.
The camera is integrated in the accelerator’s control system (DOOCS) and the
data aquisition system (DAQ). The low repetition rate also allows for saving
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data series ’manually’, i.e., script-based via DOOCS.
Finding the temporal overlap of the electron beam and the laser pulses at

the place of the electro-optic crystal is done in a two-step approach. A rough
timing is provided by a cable antenna wrapped around the window opposite
of the OTR port. The transient electric field carried by the bunch is picked
up with this antenna. The cable also connects to the photodiode PD1. Both
signals (from the laser pulses and the electron bunches) are joined in one cable.
With an oscilloscope the overlap of these two signals can be tested with an
accuracy of 200 ps. The cable and light path lengths need to be taken into
account when calculating the needed spacing of the signal scope traces that
corresponds to a temporal overlap of the electron bunches and the laser pulses
at the EO crystal. The accuracy of this method is limited by the correctnes of
the measurement of the light path (which is some centimeters), the unknown
duration of the converting of the laser pulses to electric pulses in the photo
diode, and the limited bandwidth of the pick up antenna. The second step is
a fine timing scan: The laser pulses are shifted with respect to the electron
bunch in small steps and the spectrum of the laser pulses is recorded. This
needs to be done for a broad time window when the overlap needs to be found
for the first time. If this is accomplished once, the timing of the accelerator to
the laser changes only by small amounts in the range of less than 100 ps.
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4.3 EO at BC2

4.3.1 General design
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Figure 4.9: Layout of the electro-optic spectral decoding setup at BC2. On
the left, the electro-optic frontend holding a 5 mm thick GaP crystal is drawn.
The laser system, electronics and readout camera are placed in a lead shielded
box next to the setup inside the accelerator tunnel.

The development of robust short pulse fibre laser systems allows the ap-
plication of these systems inside the accelerator tunnel, where maintenance
access is restricted to a few days per month. Together with a newly designed
frontend (Bernd Steffen et al, see [76]), a small and robust electro-optic bunch
length monitor has been constructed and comissioned (mainly by J. Breunlin,
see [12]). To achieve the goal of installing an operator friendly bunch length
monitor, a comercially available fibre laser system is used, the necessary trigger
and synchronsation electronics have been installed, and the gating and readout
has been established. These components will be shortly adressed here. The
general design (sketched in fig. 4.11) makes use of the two main features of the
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Pulse energy 1.5 nJ
Spectral bandwidth 40 nm (FWHM)
Central Wavelength 1050 nm

Pulse duration < 5 ps (FWHM)
Repetition rate 108.33 MHz

Repetition rate tunability ± 200 kHz
Integrated timing jitter (1 kHz - 10 MHz) < 50 fs

Fibre type at main output port Polarisation Maintaining

Table 4.2: Specifications of the Orange SA ytterbium doped fibre laser system

laser system: The robustness of it allows to place it inside the tunnel, enabling
a completely fibre based laser pulse train transfer to and from the electro-optic
frontend. And on the other hand, the bandwidth emitted by this oscillator is
sufficient for single shot electro-optic spectral decoding of electron bunches not
too short. Thus, the new monitor has been installed behind the first bunch
compressor (BC2), where the electron bunches are not fully compressed and
have a typical length of 1.5 ps (rms). All necessary hardware is installed inside
a lead-shielded box with a size of about 1 cubic meter right next to the electron
beam pipe and the electro-optic frontend.

4.3.2 Laser system

The purchased laser system is an Orange SA fibre laser bought from Menlo
Systems, Munich. It is a stretched-pulse ytterbium doped fibre laser (YDFL)
and equals in the design the self-built YDFL oscillator (see chapter 4.1). It
also comes with a booster amplifier to achieve output pulse energies of 1.5 nJ
at the full repetition rate of 108.33 MHz. The output on the main port is fibre
coupled as is needed for this setup. The laser system has been characterised in
the above mentioned diploma thesis [12], its main specifications are listed in
tab. 4.2. The synchronisation of the laser system to the accelerator has been
copied from the self-build system (fig. 4.3) and makes use of a second laser
output with a smaller pulse energy of about 0.02 nJ. A useful feature of the
laser system is its software enabling remote control of the oscillators modelock
state and the system diagnostic as well as operation of the booster amplifier.
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4.3.3 The Electro-Optic Frontend

Figure 4.10: Technical drawing of the electro-optic frontend. In the right part
the optical components on their base plate are shown. Inside the bellow behind
the vacuum window the crystal holder is mounted in a fixed position relative
to the base plate. The cube with five vacuum flanges (electron beam pipe
not shown) has a side length of 7 cm. On the bottom the motor can be seen
that places the EO crystal together with the base plate relative to the electron
bunches (By courtesy of B. Steffen).

The electro-optic frontend has been designed at the PSI by B. Steffen et al
and has been tested at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) and is foreseen as part of
the special diagnostics for the European X-FEL (Hamburg). In difference to
the experimental area at 140 m in FLASH, it is not intended as a flexible multi-
purpose infrastructure but is an engineered device of small size. It consists
of a base plate for the optics outside the electron beam vacuum, a vacuum
window, the crystal holder with a mirror, all of it mounted on a motorised
sledge (see the technical drawing in fig. 4.10). As the optics base plate and
the crystal on its holder are both fixed on the motor sledge, the alignment
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Figure 4.11: Picture of the optic components mounted on the base plate of the
electro-optic frontend. The vacuum window can be seen on the bottom as the
whole frontend is installed above the electron beam pipe.

of the optic is fixed too, this allows for repositioning the electro-optic crystal
relative to the electron bunch orbit while the system runs. The optics base
plate is equipped with all the necessary bulk-optics for the spectral decoding
setup. The laser pulse train arrives from the laser system through a 2 m long
polarisation maintaining (PM) single mode fibre (In the first setup, this was one
meter of fibre. To gain a broader time window whithin which a signal can be
recorded, one meter of additional fibre was installed. The additional material
dispersion leads to a longer duration of the chirped laser pulse). Another meter
of equivalent fibre comes with the fibre collimator, making it three meters of
optical fibre in total. The polarisation plane is adjusted to horizontally by
turning the fibre collimator in its mount. The laser pulse train is now directed
through a polarising beam cube (PCB) and the vacuum window into the beam
vacuum. It is reflected on a mirror that is mounted downstream the electro-
optic crystal. On the entrance facette, the crystal is anti-reflection coated for
light of 1030 nm. The laser pulses propagate in the opposite direction than the
electron bunches through the crystal and are reflected by a reflection coating
on the opposite crystal surface which is coated for a good THz transmission.
The crystal has a thickness of 5 mm, changed from the previous version with
a thickness of 0.5 mm. In the former version reflections of the THz field in the
crystal led to an artifact signal about 11 ps after the main signal, disturbing
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the data acquisition. This artifact is not avoided but shifted to 110 ps after
the main signal. As the modulation strength grows linearly with the crystal
thickness, a stronger signal can be exspected in the new configuration. On its
way back, the reflected laser pulse propagates parallel to the electron bunch and
is modulated by the electro-optic effect. The electro-optic crystal is mounted
under a slight angle with respect to the plane perpendicular to the optical path,
so that the reflected laser pulses do not hit the input collimator of the electro-
optic frontend but a pair of mirrors that guides it through a pair of motorised
retarder wave plates (a λ quarter wave plate for compensation of the residual
birefringence of the EO crystal and a λ half wave plate for defining different
measurement setups). Both of these retarder wave plates are motorised and can
be remotely controled. The standard measurement configuration is the near-
crossed polarizer setup with an angle of θ = 9◦ of the λ half wave plate (see sec.
2.3.6). Behind the retarder wave plates the analyser beam cube (another PCB)
turns the polarisation modulation of the laser pulses’ spectral components
into an intensity modulation. Both parts of the splitted laser beam are fed
into single mode fibre (non-PM) via two collimators and transportetd back
to the lead shielded box, but only one of them is used for further processing.
The readout system is similar as in 4.2.3, consisting of a spectrometer (Andor
Shamrock SR-163 with 600 l/mm grating blazed for 1 µm), and the same
InGaAs line array camera (Andor Idus D490-1.7A) which is integrated into
the control system. These two components fit well in the lead shielded box for
their compact size and were chosen for long-term use. As at 140 m, a pulse
picking device is needed as the camera cannot handle the full laser repetition
rate (see below).

4.3.4 Timing Overlap and Triggering

As with the experimental electro-optic setup at 140 m, the timing of the dif-
ferent devices is of importance, but the installation in the tunnel necessitates a
mostly remotely controllable system. The synchronisation scheme is equivalent
to the one depicted in fig. 4.3, assuring the stable phase relation between the
laser pulses and the accelerator driving RF (and thus the electron bunches). A
machine trigger activates the fast AOM for pulse picking and the readout cam-
era. The AOM is of the same kind as the fast AOM in the self-build YDFL
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system (see sec. 4.1.3). A difference to the EO setup at 140 m is that the
electro-optic frontend of the compact monitor at BC2 is operated at 108 MHz
and the pulse picking is done just before readout.

The correct delay between the 10 Hz machine trigger and the activation of
the AOM to open the optical gate needs to be found and set on a nanosecond
scale (remotely controlable, as far as possible). Therefore a part of the gated
pulse train is directed onto a fast photodiode whose RF signal is amplified,
broadened (to account for the lower bandwidth of the digitalisation) and fed
to an ADC (analogue/digital converter). A signal originating from a pick up
antenna installed at the elelctron beam pipe near the frontend also amplified
and fed to the same ADC card. In scanning the delay of the ADC card with
respect to the electron bunches and the laser pulses that have a fixed phase
relation, the relative position of the two signals from the photodiode and the
pick up antenna can be measured. Taking into account the cable lengths and
optical paths, the needed spacing between the two signals that corresponds to
an overlap at the EO crystal position can be set. The accuracy of this method
is in the range of a nanosecond, where the main limitation arises from the
stability of the machine trigger. As the electron bunch and the laser pulse
lengths are on the order of ten picoseconds, a fine scan of the laser against the
electron bunches is needed after establishing the coarse overlap.
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Chapter 5

Characterisation of the YDFL

System

5.1 Oscillator

5.1.1 Starting Up the Oscillator

After setting up the oscillator and alignment of all optical components, cw
lasing can be turned on and the slope efficiency can be measured (see section
2.2.4) to get a first impression of the quality of the laser resonator. For this
measurement, the pump current of the laserdiode pumping the active fibre
in the oscillator is stepwise increased (fig. 5.1). The laser output power is
measured (in this case, with a Thorlabs PM100A with a S132C power sensor,
Ge photodiode, uncertainty 700nm - 1100 nm: 3%). The measurement has
been done twice: once for a waveplate setting in which modelock has been
established beforehand (due to the hysteresis of the modelock operation state,
the measurement could be done up to high pump currents in cw mode). This
corresponds to the blue curve with a slope efficiency of ≈ 11.5 %. For the black
curve the waveplate setting has been optimised for output power, here a slope
efficiency of about 25 % has been measured. Turning the waveplates alters the
coupling ratio at the output port and thus modulates the cavity finesse. In
this thesis, the cw output power is of minor interest to other parameters such
as spectral bandwidth of the emitted pulses, low noise and long-term stability
of the operation state. Thus, the waveplate setting will be optimised for these

95
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Figure 5.1: Measurement of the laser threshold and the slope efficiency. The
inset is an enlargement of the threshold region including a linear fit for the
black curve prolongued to the left.

parameters and not primarily for a good slope efficiency. Both plots lead to a
laser threshold of about 45 mW. This relatively high laser threshold is due the
high cavity losses mediated by the grating compressor (50 % efficiency), low
incoupling at the intracavity collimators and the large outcoupling ratio.

5.1.2 Modelock Search

The second step in setting up the oscillator is to reach for a pulsed operation
state. In principle, the modelock is self-starting when the correct waveplate
setting is achieved. This waveplate setting is not known beforehand as the
evolution of the polarisation state inside the fibre is arbitrary. Thus it cannot
be calculated and must be found experimentally. To avoid time consuming
manual adjustment, a partially automated procedure has been established.
Three different signals are validated using parts of the RF lock electronics (re-
fer to fig. 4.3): One photodiode is used to monitor the DC signal of the laser
output. Also, the photodiode used for the RF lock circuit gives two signals,
one at 1.3 GHz and one at 108 MHz (the slow phase detection). In fig. 5.2,
the trace of the signal acquired from the latter is plotted. During a scan, the
four waveplates in the oscillator are turned with different angular velocities
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Figure 5.2: Scan of the waveplates in the oscillator to find a modelock state,
the 108 MHz component of the laser output is shown. The plots beneath show
magnifications of (left) the steep edge at 4 minutes, (center) the flat part before
the ninth minute, (right) the strong modulations around minute 15. Further
explanations see text.

(any velocity ω0 times four different prime numbers to avoid recurring wave-
plate settings, in this example [ωλ/4,1 ωλ/2,1 ωλ/2,2 ωλ/4,2] = ω0 · [5 11 13 7]).
The pump power delivered to the oscillator is set to a high value (here: Diode
current of 700 mA corresponding to ≈ 460 mW laser power) which leads to
a stronger noise in the cavity and facilitates the start of the modelock. The
scan shwn here took 18 minutes to accomplish. The signal shows strong irreg-
ular oscillations due to two different mechanisms: First, even in cw operation
different longitudinal modes are excited depending on the waveplate setting.
Sometimes strong beating at the natural mode separation of 108 MHz occurs,
giving rise to quick changes in this measurement (for example as around minute
15). Second, the outcoupling ratio is varying with the waveplate setting, caus-
ing slow changes in this measurement (see first three minutes). The three little
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plots show magnifications of different parts of the above plot. On the left, the
steep edge at about 4 minutes is shown, showing the signal drops in irregular
steps. In the centre inset the flat part before the ninth minute is enlarged.
Here, not any modulation can be seen for about 30 seconds, giving rise to the
assumption that the laser is in a stable regime at that point. Pulsed operation
can be assumed as the signal of the 108 MHz component is constantly high.
On the right, the strong modulations around the 15 minute mark are plotted.
The chaotic behaviour of this nonlinear system is illustrated well. Setting the
waveplates to the values of the flat region around minute nine after the scan
is finished, the laser is found to be pulsing.

5.1.3 Pulsed Operation

Time Domain Picture
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Figure 5.3: Pulse train acquired from the laser in the mode lock state found
above. The inset shows a magnification of the first pulse. It can be seen
that the resolution maximum of the oscilloscope (10 GigaSample per second,
100 ps/pt) is reached.

An examination of the laser pulse train with a fast photodiode (InGaAs,
ET3500F, bandwidth >12 GHz) and a fast digital oscilloscope gives a first
impression of the quality of the modelock state. In fig. 5.3 the pulse train
acquired in the above found modelock state is plotted before reducing the
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pump power. It can be seen that the pulses are very regular in shape and
amplitude, they have a steep rising edge, whereas the typical exponential decay
of the photodiode signal can not be seen. Two things are important: first, the
resolution limit of the oscilloscope (in this case, 10 GSample/s or 100 ps per
point) is reached. Second, as can be seen in the inset, a double pulse operation
state with a pulse separation of less than 0.5 ns can not be ruled out. From
the time domain measurement, a first estimate on the repetition rate of the
laser can be made. The separation of the pulses in fig. 5.3 is about 9 ns.
The oscilloscope measurement routine calculates a frequency of the pulse train
of 108.3558 MHz with a standard deviation of 109.1 kHz, using 30k samples,
which is going to be fine tuned.

Optical Spectra
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Figure 5.4: Normalised spectra taken at the synchronisation output. With
Modelock search pump current (700 mA), blue, and standard operation current
(250 mA), black.

The optical spectrum emitted by the laser when pumped with the pump
current used for the modelock search (700 mA) is seen in fig. 5.4 (blue curve).
A main peak at 1040 nm is surrounded with two broader peaks showing rich
features. The ripples on the right point in the direction of wavebreaking. The
next step is to reduce the pump current slowly to a lower value of 300 mA
(corresponding to 200 mW pump light). If the pump power is reduced quickly,
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the modelock may be lost. The laser stops pulsing at the very low pump power
of 160 mW. Keeping the waveplate settings where modelock initially has been
found, the laser starts to pulse again when the pump power is increased to
the search value. The black spectrum is retrieved at lowered pump power.
It consists of a broad central peak and two slightly asymmetric side bands.
Only a small sinusoidal modulation is present on the central peak, no direct
sign of multipulsing is detected. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the black spectrum is 22 nm, comprising the main broad peak and the right
sideband. No optimisation of the waveplates has been done in this case, which
would eventually lead to a more symmetric spectrum, this way enhancing the
FWHM spectral width to about 40 nm.

RF Spectrum
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Figure 5.5: RF spectrum of the pulse train from the oscillator output. Top:
whole RF analyser range, resolution 1 MHz, bottom: first 0.5 GHz, resolution
0.3 MHz.

The next standard laser diagnostic needed is a RF spectrum analyser. With
it, the pulse train from a photo diode (as seen in time domain by the oscil-
loscope) is Fourier transformed to yield a frequency comb. A plot of a RF
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spectrum measured with a 3 GHz spectrum analyser is seen in fig. 5.5. In
the top row the frequency comb over the whole detection range is plotted.
The equal spacing of about 110 MHz becomes clear, but details such as the
exact frequency of the fundamental mode or other features such as a modu-
lation of the peak amplitudes are not specifiable. This is partly due to the
low measurement bandwidth of 1 MHz which cannot be set lower (that is,
better,) at this frequency range and partly due to the limited frequency range
itself. As for the synchronisation of the oscillator the 12th harmonic is used,
the deviation of the 1.3 GHz line from the exact value which is the FLASH
accelerator driving frequency is important. In a detailed look onto the 1.3 GHz
line of the laser, its frequency is measured to be 1.3002743 GHz, this means,
the laser is 274.3 kHz off in the 12th harmonic, giving a frequency mismatch
of 22.85 kHz in the fundamental. With the RF spectrum analyser at hand
the laser fundamental frequency is being tuned to the exact subharmonic of
1.3 GHz with an accuracy less than 1 kHz (limited by the screw of the little
delay stage that is used for this purpose). With a laser fundamental nearly
matching the right frequency, the downmixing is used to obtain the difference
signal (see sec. 4.1.1) and the temperature regulation is used for the remaining
small frequency difference (see sec. 5.1.5). The RF spectrum analyser can also
be used to detect odd modelock states. In the bottom row a measurement
with an increased resolution (300 kHz) and thus only a part of the full range
is shown. For low frequencies, little extra spikes occur. Their spacing is about
68 MHz, which is not obviously connected to the fundamental repetition rate.
The pump power has not been reduced to 300 mA for this measurement, it
corresponds to the blue spectrum in fig. 5.4. After reducing the pump power,
the little spikes are gone. It may have been some residual noise coming up
now and then due to the strong pumping or an unstable multiple pulse state.

Autocorrelation

The duration of laser pulses lower than tens of picoseconds (ps) cannot be
measured with direct time domain devices such as photodiodes (a duration
of 1 ps corresponds to a bandwidth of 1 THz which can not be handled with
electronics). Thus, indirect measurements need to be applied. The standard
method for laser pulses is the autocorrelation. Here the laser pulse is split in
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Figure 5.6: Left inset: Width of autocorrelation traces of pulses leaving the
prechirper for different grating distances d. Main figure: Autocorrelation trace
of the shortest laser pulses (d = 5.6 cm), calculated pulse widths from sech2

fit (red): 167 fs, gaussian fit for comparison (black). Right inset: The corre-
sponding optical spectrum, width: 13 nm (FWHM) from gaussian fit (black).

two parts, on one part a variable delay acts, and then the two pulses are re-
combined in an optically active crystal to produce the second harmonic (SHG).
A photo detector measures the intensity of the frequency doubled light. The
obtained autocorrelation function gives some information on the pulse shape
and length, but only when a pulse form is known beforehand, a result with
no ambiguity is received. For example, the autocorrelation function is always
symmetric, even when the input pulses are not. For very short pulses the inter-
ferometric autocorrelation is deployed, even few-cycle pulses can be measured
this way. The oscillator output of the laser built for this thesis can not be mea-
sured directly, as the freespace output of the oscillator is coupled into a fibre
amplifier (the booster) inside the oscillator box. Thus, only the output of the
booster amplifier can be measured (refer to fig. 4.5). The pulses leaving the
oscillator will have a (positive) chirp which will become stronger by travelling
through the booster amplifier. The pulses leaving the booster amplifier will
be rather long. More information can be gained by looking at the pulses after
they were compressed in the prechirper. Such a measurement is presented in
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fig. 5.6. The main picture shows the autocorrelation trace as acquired by the
APE systems PulseCheck autocorrelator together with a gaussian fit (black)
and a fit according to a sech2 pulse shape (red). The FWHM values of the fits
for the two different pulse shape assumptions do not differ much, but calculat-
ing the actual pulse width results in ∆τ = 200 fs FWHM for the gaussian fit
and ∆τ = 167 fs FWHM for the sech2 fit. Regarding the fit quality the latter
seems more appropriate, which is in agreement with the pulse shape expected
for this particular modelock regime. The right inset shows the normalised
optical spectrum after the booster amplifier, and the left inset shows a mea-
surement of the ACF width in dependency of the prechirper grating distance.
A clear minimum can be seen for a grating separation of 5.6 cm, at which the
ACF plotted large has been measured. This measurement corresponds to the
chirp considerations in fig. 2.3. Using ∆ν = (c/λ2

0) ·∆λ with λ0 = 1035 nm
the central wavelength the time-bandwidth product ∆ν ·∆τ = 0.608 is calcu-
lated. The minimum value for sech2 shaped pulses is ≈ 0.315, the laser pulses
are not transform limited. This indicates higher order chirp is present in the
measured laser pulses. A FROG measurement to determine the actual phase
along the pulse is needed for a more detailed analysis. However, the pulses are
being chirped in the following gated amplifier and leave the laser system with
a duration of about 1 ps. This additional linear chirp is dominating the nonlin-
ear chirp which enables a non-ambiguous time-to-frequency-mapping needed
for electro-optic spectral decoding.

5.1.4 Noise Performance of the YDFL

Phase Noise

Two different kinds of noise are of importance in this thesis, the frequency
noise leading to an arrival time jitter and the amplitude noise. To start with
the former, the frequency noise of the laser pulses arises from the phase noise
of the pulses inside the cavity. Phase noise and frequency noise are used syn-
onymously in this thesis. The integrated arrival time jitter calculated from the
measured phase noise spectrum must be low to allow for a precise synchroni-
sation of the laser to the reference RF. It is necessary to measure the noise
spectrum over the full bandwidth from the repetition rate of the experiment
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Figure 5.7: Measurement of the single sideband (SSB) phase noise of the free-
running YDFL oscillator (early version with 54 MHz repetition rate) over an
offset frequency range from 10 Hz to 27 MHz, the Nyquist frequency. The
black curve is a measurement of the RF master oscillator reference frequency.
In red the integrated timing jitter of the MO reference over the whole range
is plotted, the numbers over the x-axis give the noise contributions of the MO
for each decade.

(10 Hz) up to the Nyquist frequency (half the repetition rate of the laser os-
cillator). This is accomplished by a signal source analyser. The measurement
presented here has been done using an Agilent SSA E5052B. The noise of the
reference and of the measurement setup have to be regarded but turn out to
be below the noise measured here. To obtain the phase noise, the laser pulse
train is send to a fast photodiode (here, an ET3500F, bandwidth >12 GHz)
operated in deep saturation so that it is only susceptible to changes in the
arrival time of the pulses and not to possible amplitude variations. From the
electric pulse train the 1.3 GHz component is retrieved by means of a band
pass filter and amplified. The photodiode and the amplifier are active devices
that need power supplies. All these need to be chosen with care to obtain a
reasonable result. The measurement presented in fig. 5.7 shows the single-
sideband (SSB) phase noise, measured with 100 correlations (this is important
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Figure 5.8: Same measurement as in 5.7, shown is the high offset frequency
range of the laser phase noise (blue) starting at 1 kHz together with the in-
tegrated timing (red) and the reference phase noise (black). It sums up to
16.1 fs in the regarded frequency interval.

to supress the influence of the possibly noisy reference oscillator of the mea-
surement with which the laser is compared). It has been done using a previous
version of the laser that operated at 54.16 MHz. Three curves are plotted in
figures 5.7 and 5.8: In black, the phase noise of the reference frequency as
delivered to the laser laboratory is plotted. In blue, the frequency noise of the
free running YDFL oscillator is plotted. In red, the integrated timing jitter
is shown, on the former plot, it is the jitter of the reference frequency that
sums up to 60 fs, and in the latter plot, it is the jitter of the YDFL oscillator.
The latter plot is an enlargement of the former zooming in on the high offset
frequency range starting at 1 kHz. In the low frequency range [10Hz,1kHz]
the noise performance of the reference oscillator is better by orders of magni-
tude. Its jitter sums up to 60 fs (still, the largest contribution stems from the
first decade), while the laser noise sums up to 18 ps for this frequency range
(not shown in the plot). The situation changes when the high offset frequency
range is regarded (refer to fig. 5.8): The noise performance of the laser and the
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reference oscillator become comparable. Between 1 kHz and 10 kHz the laser
is measured to have a lower phase noise. Starting at 150 kHz up to the cutoff
at 10.5 MHz in offset frequency, the measured curve of the laser phase noise
becomes flat. This indicates the measurement is limited by the setup, mainly,
the available laser power on the photo diode (the main output port was used
in this measurement, all power extracted from the laser cavity was lead to the
photo diode). Note that the main contribution to the integrated timing jitter
of the YDFL oscillator stems from this interval of [1MHz,10MHz]. The inte-
grated timing jitter in the offset frequency range [1kHz,27MHz] is calculated to
be 16.1 fs. More sophisticated measurements involving purely optical methods
show that oscillators like the one presented here are capable of record-low noise
figures [73]. For the noise performance of the laser oscillator when locked to
the reference frequency refer to sec. 5.1.5.

Amplitude noise
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Figure 5.9: Measurement of the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the free-
running oscillator (blue). The integrated RIN (red) sums up to 0.074 % in the
frequency interval [1Hz,100kHz]. Details see text.
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Also considered in this thesis is the amplitude noise of the laser. Several
different kinds of definitions are in use for the variation of the laser output
power. Here the relative intensity noise (RIN) is shown. For a measurement
of the RIN, the pulse train of the oscillator output is directed onto a slow
photodiode (EOT ET3040) that is operated in the linear regime (laser power
0.2 mW). In contrast to the phase noise measurement, the detector may never
be driven into saturation, because then it is not longer sensitive to amplitude
variations. The signal is low pass filtered to acquire the baseband and then
amplified by a DC low-noise amplifier (bandwidth DC-10 MHz). The resulting
voltage V0 is recorded for calibration purposes, the amplified baseband is in-
vestigated with a baseband analyser (Agilent E5052B) whose DSB amplitude
noise output spectrum is converted into a RIN spectrum. A measurement of
the oscillator noise in the frequency range [1Hz,100kHz] is presented in fig. 5.9
(blue curve), together with the integrated RIN, resulting in 0.74%� for the
whole frequency intervall (red curve). For a comparison see [67]. The upper
edge frequency of 100 kHz is chosen due to the limited bandwidth of the DC-
LNA. Alike the autocorrelation trace, this measurement is taken behind the
first (booster) amplifier.

5.1.5 Long Time Stability

RF Lock

The phase noise of the free-running laser oscillator for low offset frequencies is
high compared to the phase noise of the RF master oscillator (see sec. 4.1.2).
An active regulation locks the oscillator to the reference. The performance
of the regulation can be determined with an out-of-loop phase noise mea-
surement. Doing so, the laser is locked to the reference frequency using the
synchronisation output port, and at a different output port the phase noise of
the oscillator is measured. In fig. 5.10 the measured phase noise of the RF
locked YDFL and the integrated timing jitter for the offset frequency range
[10Hz,100kHz] is plotted. Comparing the measured phase noise in the range
[10Hz,1kHz] with the measurements of the free-running YDFL (see fig. 5.7)
it can be seen that the phase noise is reduced by orders of magnitude. In the
interval [10Hz,100Hz] the measured laser phase noise is nearly as low as that of
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Figure 5.10: Phase noise (blue) and integrated timing jitter (red) of the oscilla-
tor locked to the reference. The integrated timing jitter in the offset frequency
interval [10Hz,1kHz] has been reduced by 2 orders of magnitude, the inte-
gration over [10Hz,100kHz] shown here yields 140 fs. The numbers give the
contributions of the decades.

the RF master oscillator. However, a strong spike in the noise spectrum can be
seen at 10.5 kHz that also contributes strongly to the integrated timiing jitter.
This peak originates from the piezo crystal used in the piezo fibre stretcher
which has its first resonance frequency here. This peak disappears when the
piezo driver is unplugged from the piezo stretcher. Higher offset frequencies
(100 kHz to 40 MHz) are not shown in this plot as they are not affected by
the regulation working on the oscillator. The timing jtter of the locked laser
sums up to 140 fs in the regarded offset frequency range and 195 fs for the
total range [1Hz-27MHz], and this is an overestimation as this measurement
is not optimised for low phase noise at high offset frequencies.
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Figure 5.11: Measurement of the laser stability when locked to the RF reference
with the temperature regulation active. Details see text.

Temperature Stabilisation

Having established the RF lock, it is interesting to learn about the long-time
stability of the laser system. In a measurement extending 32 hours, data on the
laser jitter, the voltage applied to the stretcher in the cavity, the temperature
inside the laser oscillator box and the humidity in the laboratory were recorded.
They are plotted in fig. 5.11. In the top row, the inloop jitter is plotted. As
can be seen, the jitter remains constantly low over the whole measurement.
The mean value of the inloop jitter is 24 fs with a rms deviation of 3.64 fs
over more than one day. Care has to be taken in interpreting the inloop
timing jitter. This number is given out by the digital regulation loop from
the difference of the setpoint and the correction signal, converted with the
Kφ of the mixer. The regulation only acts on a limited frequency range up
to about 1 kHz and thus this is only a part of the total jitter. To determine
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the total jitter and to optimise the gain settings of the regulation the out-
of-loop measurement shown in fig. 5.10 is used. A total integrated timing
jitter [10Hz,54MHz] of 200 fs corresponds to an inloop timing jitter of 25 fs as
shown here. The data presented here tells us that the laser has not left the
RF lock over the whole time, a smooth operation is recorded. The second row
shows the voltage applied to the intra cavity piezo stretcher. The temperature
regulation adjusts the temperature setpoint in steps of 0.1◦ C when the piezo
voltage leaves the range of 40 V to 60 V. This happens three times in the
regarded time. It is important to notice that no changes in the laser jitter
occur when the temperature is adjusted. The temperature sensor used for this
measurement is not the sensor used for the temperature regulation. The main
reason causing changes in the piezo voltage (that is, the optical path length in
the cavity) has been identified to be the humidity in the laser laboratory. The
lowest plot shows that significant changes of the relative humidity appear in
the laboratory as it is not actively stabilised. The measured humidity in the
laboratory ranges from 8% during a dry and cold winter period to more than
85% during wet and hot summer days. Changes of 20% may happen during a
day due to weather conditions or many people working in the lab. There are
two mechanisms that come into consideration causing an effect of the humidity
on the laser. First, the water vapor changes the index of refraction of air on
the 10−4 range and thus acts on the path length in the free space part of the
cavity. Second, silica fibres can build in hydroxyl groups leading to stress inside
the fibre and even to direct changes of the optical properties of the material
during production but also when they are in humid environment [2], [57]. To
adjust for larger frequency changes due to accelerator drifts or environmental
changes, the total frequency detuning has been measured (see fig. 5.12). Here,
the oscillator was set up for the correct repetition rate at a temperature of 28
◦C. For the measurement the free-running oscillator was heated in 0.5 ◦C steps,
and after a settle-down time the difference frequency against the reference was
measured. It can be seen that a total detuning range of ± 10 kHz is accessible
when the oscillator is set up at higher temperatures initially. The detuning
constant is about 2.5 kHz/K. The end of the temperature range for stable
modelock has not been reached in this measurement, the laser performance is
not deteriorated for temperatures as high as 35 ◦C.
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Figure 5.12: Measurement of the total frequency tuning range. The frequency
changes by 2.5 kHz per Kelvin. Blue: data, dashed curve: linear fit.

5.2 Amplifier Stages

In the MOPA scheme, one or more amplifier stages enhance the pulse energy
emitted by the oscillator while preserving other features such as spectral band-
width, low jitter, repetition rate and the like. The amplifier assembled in this
thesis also gates down the repetition rate in two steps to fit it to the accelera-
tors timing scheme and furthermore to exploit the nonlinear effect of self-phase
modulation (see sec. 2.1.7) to enhance the spectral bandwidth of the laser
pulses. The setup has been described in sec. 4.1.3. Here some measurements
are gathered that define the working point of the amplifier stages: The inter-
mediate repetition rate at which the gated amplifier operates, the prechirper
grating distance, and the pump powers of the amplifier pump diodes have to
be set. To this end a measurement of the optical spectrum as emitted by the
amplifier after having travelled through the EO setup has been made. It is
a single-shot measurement, the repetition rate of the laser system output has
been set to 10 Hz, and the line-scan camera is triggered accordingly. The pump
powers of the two amplifier stages have been varied, for each setting 50 camera
shots were taken. The setting IPump = 200 for both the booster amplifier and
the gated amplifier is used as background, as no difference to IPump = 0 is seen.
This measurement allows to define a working point that is a trade-off between
the laser pulse energy (as high as possible), the bandwidth (reasonably high),
and the shot-to-shot deviation of the spectra.
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Figure 5.13: Optical spectra of single laser pulses as emitted by the gated
amplifier. The pulses have travelled through the complete EO setup and are
measured by the line scan camera, waveplates are set to 4◦ off CP. The grating
distance in the prechirper is d = 10 cm, the intermediate gate frequency is
9 MHz. The pump currents for the laser diodes pumping the two amplifier
have been varied. Each plot shows the mean of 50 shots and the according
standard deviation. All spectra have been camera background substracted. All
plots have the same x- and y scaling, they show the counts over the camera
channels. The detector covers an optical bandwidth of 115 nm.
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An overview with some of the data from that measurement is given in
fig. 5.13. As can be seen, the lower left spectrum is used for background cor-
rection. Following the leftmost column from bottom to top, the booster ampli-
fier pump current is enhanced. This has only a very small effect as the gated
amplifier is pumped only very weakly, leaving it more or less untransparant for
light of 1030 nm. The reverse situation is following the lowest row from left to
right. Here, the pump power in of the gated amplififer is enhanced, while only
very sparse seed signal is given to it for amplification. This leads to a rather
smooth, medium narrow peak similar to the spectrum of amplified sponta-
neous emission. Looking at the third row from the bottom, the situation has
changed. The seed signal for amplification fed to the gated amplifier is strong
enough to be detected even with very weak pumping of the gated amplififer
(leftmost picture). If the pump current of the gated amplifier is enhanced, a
very broad spectrum emerges (second picture from the left). It has wings that
spread over the whole spectral range covered by the detector. The shot-to-
shot deviation is still rather small. With a stronger pump current in the gated
amplififer, the central peak becomes more noticeable again. Furthermore the
shot-to-shot deviation can become very large for this highly nonlinear regime
encountered for very high pump currents (two plots on the right, very same
row).

5.2.1 Shot-to-Shot Fluctuations

As an example for the evaluation of these spectra, an enlargement of the plot
given for (IP,boost, IP,gate) = (600, 400) mA in fig. 5.13 is given in fig. 5.14.
The main things to consider are the bandwidth of the optical spectrum and
the shot-to-shot fluctuation. The latter may be regarded first. The noise of
the background (that is, the mean of the standard deviation of the consecutive
shots for each camera channel) is about 7 counts rms. This noise is reproduced
by the two outermost parts of the regarded spectrum in fig. 5.14 (camera
channel 1 to 50 an 462 to 512) and reflects the camera readout noise. This
is a shot-to-shot and channel-to-channel variation which can be handled by
averaging many shots. Over the whole signal (camera channel 51 to 461)
the noise is calculated to be about twice as high, 15 counts rms. Thus, a
shot-to-shot variation is measured that exceeds the camera background, but
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Figure 5.14: Optical spectrum acquired for the amplifier pump current setting
(IP, boost, IP, gate) = (600, 400) mA. The errorbars are the standard deviation for
each camera channel for 50 subsequent shots. The purple line indicates the
half maximum and the pink line is a possible threshold for the definition of
the usable spectral width (see text).

it is mainly the part to the right of the main peak that exhibits fluctuations:
the noise of the camera channels 300 to 350 yields to be around 25 counts
rms, corresponding to a more than 10% error when the signal is about 200
counts. This region becomes wider as the pump power of the gated amplifier is
increased and the noise measured here becomes larger (refer to fig. 5.13 where
this can clearly be seen for high pump currents). These fluctuations are of
different quality than the camera noise as the large deviation comes from shot-
to-shot shape changes of the spectrum. It likely is directly connected to the
strength of the nonlinearity in the gated amplifier. In the supercontinuum (SC)
generation process, even very small fluctuations of the input power may have
a strong impact on the resulting amplifier pulse spectrum, especially when the
edge of the purely SPM governed SC generation regime is reached and other
effects such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and Four-Wave Mixing
(FWM) come into play. This particular spectrum shows a pump current setting
where the noise is tolerable for spectral decoding measurements.
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Figure 5.15: Averaged relative error of successive spectra of the amplifier mea-
sured for different pump current settings for each amplifier stage. For a defi-
nition of the plotted quantity see text.

The complete measurement consisted of 14 pump current settings for each
amplifier. The relative error as calculated from the rms noise in relation to
the mean counts of the signal over the usable bandwidth for each setting is
plotted in fig. 5.15. It can be seen that one is restricted to values below
400 mA for the gated amplifier if the tolerated averaged shot-to-shot deviation
should be smaller than 10%. The pump current of the booster amplifier can be
chosen rather freely. The arc-shape maximum for pump powers lower than the
maximum settings may be due to the pronounced peak developping for very
high pump currents which has a rather stable shape, resulting in a dropping
relative error. For the electro-optic spectral decoding setup, a 10% deviation
in the spectrum amplitude corresponds to a phase advance of 0.013 for a λ/2
waveplate angle of 4◦ and 0.031 for a λ/2 waveplate angle of 9◦ according to
eq. 6.1, which sets an upper limit for the spectrum instability.
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Figure 5.16: Usable bandwidth for different pump current settings for each
amplifier stage. For the definition of usable bandwidth see text. The lowest
four points of measurements (for IP,gated = 200 mA) have been set to zero as
no signal reached the threshold.

5.2.2 Spectral Bandwidth

The other property that needs to be regarded is the width of the optical spec-
trum. Standard width measures are the rms width that can easiest be given
for gaussian (approximated) pulses. For many different pulse shapes the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is an appropriate choice. However, the spec-
tra of the pulses emitted by this laser system show many features making a
FWHM width definition difficult. The horizontal purple line in fig. 5.14 is
drawn at the half height of the maximum. In a narrow sense of the FWHM
definition, the first crossing of the edges with this line seen from the centre
give the FWHM width of the spectrum, leading to 85 channel width. Changing
the pump current settings by a small amount leads to a very different width,
when the minima of the first sidebands just overcome the threshold. Using the
outermost crossings of the spectrum with the purple line, a width of 197 chan-
nels is calculated. This wider definition certainly results in a more appropriate
parameter to describe the actual spectral bandwidth. If FWHM bandwidths
are specified in the following, this wider definition is used. For the spectral de-
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coding technique, it is not the FWHM width that is of interest, but the usable
bandwidth. This even more relaxed definition avoids the difficulty arising in
the multiple minima and maxima by just looking at the width of the base of
the spectrum. For the readout of the modulated spectra in the EO experiment
it is only important to be above the setup noise level. In fig. 5.14 the pink line
is drawn at 70 counts (the camera readout noise is 7 counts rms). This is very
different from the usual definition of bandwidth as it does not refer to spectral
properties (’maximum’) but to properties given by the setup (’camera noise’)
and must be used with care. Whenever the term ’usable bandwidth’ occurs
it refers to this threshold condition. Here, a usable bandwidth of 325 camera
channels is calculated, which corresponds to about 72 nm optical bandwidth.

The measurend usable bandwidth for all applied different pump current
settings is plotted in fig. 5.16. It is clear that the exact shape of this plot
is highly depending on the choice of the threshold which is here 100 counts.
This value is low enough to keep the shape of the spectrum from entering
into this plot which changes as the SPM induced chirp increases. It can be
seen that a broad base of the spectrum is achieved even if pumping is not too
strong. Having in mind that due to the tolerable noise the gated amplifier
pump current will be around 400 mA, it is interesting to mention that the
usable bandwidth significantly grows towards stronger booster pump currents.

5.2.3 Spectrum Features

Another two remarks can be made on the spectrum in fig. 5.14. First, the
center peak between the channels 190 and 240 resembles the shape of the black
spectrum seen in fig. 5.4. It is the amplified input spectrum that occurs here.
It is not possible to estimate a camera channel to nm conversion based upon
the input pulse spectral width as the pulse has undergone strong amplification
and the spectral width will be severely degraded by gain narrowing. In fact, a
rough calibration shows this feature is has a width of about 13 nm in contrast to
the 30 nm input separation of the two outer peaks. Second, multiple side peaks
can be distinguished. As is typical for SPM broadened spectra, the modulation
is symmetric in the number of peaks (here: one) but the pronounciation of the
side peaks differs. Towards the long wavelengths the spectrum features become
wider than towards the small wavelengths.
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Figure 5.17: Sum of all counts over the whole detector range for different
amplifier pump currents. The arc like shape is of unclear origin. For possible
explanations see text.

One last plot from the pump current variation measurement can be found in
fig. 5.17. It shows the sum of all counts over the different settings, that is, the
camera acts like a photodiode and measures the total incoming light power.
Interestingly, a wavy shape is acquired, that becomes more pronounced when
the booster amplifier pump current is high. In this case the gated amplifier
has to cope with higher input powers. This seems to lead to a large deviation
from the exspected linear behaviour. Also, the arc shaped dip occurs at the
very same pump settings as the peak of the shot-to-shot variations plot 5.15.
If the pump current of the gated amplifier is restricted to about 400 mA, only
a medium power can be extracted from the laser system, which can be toler-
ated as long as the pulse energy is sufficient for the electro-optic experiment
(≈ 5 nJ).
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5.2.4 Amplifier Operation Settings

In conclusion, the trade-off between the pulse energy, the shot-to-shot variation
and the spectral bandwidth has been found to be at (IP, booster, IP, gated) =

(600, 400) mA. A hard boundary is set by the shot-to-shot fluctuations that
become very strong for high pump powers. As exspected, the pump current for
the gated amplifier in which the nonlinearity is exploited for enhancement of
the spectrum has the largest influence on the shot-to-shot variations as well as
on the spectral broadening. However the found current set point offers a high
enough usable bandwidth, the spectrum nearly completely fills the detector
range. As this measurement has been conducted in the exact setup for electro-
optic spectral decoding, all losses are already included, and the pulse energy
is found to be sufficient.

This measurement has to be reiterated for different settings of the prechirper
grating separation for a variation of the (negative) chirp of the input pulse
of the gated amplifier. Here, the grating distance has been set to a large
value (10 cm) as a smaller separation lead to a severe distortion of the optical
spectrum even for small pump powers. A similar effect has been observed for
lower intermediate frequencies of the gated amplifier. In this measurement, it
has been set to 9 MHz which is the maximum gating frequency that can be
achieved with this setup. By changing to lower frequencies (4.5 MHz, 3 MHz,
1 MHz and 500 kHz have been tested), the achieved optical spectra where
fluctuating strongly. An explanation is that by going to very low intermediate
gate frequencies a regime is encountered where the whole energy stored in the
active fibre of the gated amplifier is delivered to less and less pulses. The
dramatically increasing pulse energy while crossing over to that regime results
in nonlinearities that can neither be controlled nor exploited with this setup.
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Chapter 6

EO Measurements

6.1 EO at 140 m

The first step in conducting electro-optical experiments is to set up the tempo-
ral overlap of the laser pulse and the electron bunch. Therefore a fine timing
scan of the laser with respect to the electron bunch needs to be conducted
after the rough overlap has been set. Different readout setups for the timing
scan where tested, however the temporal overlap has not been established at
the EO setup at 140 m (EO@140m) where the self-build laser is located. In
an attempt to solve this the initially built in 0.2 thin GaP crystal (measured
thickness: 175 µm) was exchanged in the FLASH shutdown in autumn 2011
with a 0.5 mm thick GaP crystal. Two arguments lead to the decision - first,
the old crystal might have been corrupted in earlier experiments, second, the
well adapted wavelength of the YDFL laser allows for thicker crystals which
in turn offers a better signal-to-noise ratio. An image of the old EO crystal
pair in its holder can be seen in fig. 6.1, on the left side a 0.2 mm thick ZnTe
crystal that has not been used in this thesis, on the right a 0.2 mm thick GaP
crystal. In the beam pipe the holder is installed turned by 90◦ to the right and
flipped. The magnified inset of the usual measurement location has a width of
0.4 mm. At this location four large dark spots can be seen (even with the bare
eye), of these three are shown, and multiple smaller dark spots; the darkening
does not only affect the crystal surfaces. These may originate from earlier
measurements with high-power laser pulses (≈0.1 mJ) used for EOTD. The
exposure to high-power laser pulses might have affected the crystal structure
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Figure 6.1: Photograph of EO crystals exchanged from the tunnel setup. To
the right is the 0.2 mm thick GaP crystal used for EO experiment attempts.
The magnification of the usual measurement spot has a width of about 0.4
mm.

severely, so that no induced polarisation change can be proved in the vicinity
of these spots, making EO experiments impossible.

With the crystal exchanged, new scans were made to find the temporal
overlap. A typical laser pulse duration for this task is 1.5 ps with a pulse energy
of 5 nJ. The laser system repetition rate is set to 10 Hz. The critical trigger
stability of the first gating stage (picking of a 9 MHz pulse train from the 108
MHz oscillator pulse train) has been stabilised using a new trigger generator
with a 10%/90% rise time of 1.5 ns and a DESY built trigger stabilisation card
that reduces the trigger jitter from 1 ns to 0.2 ns. The uncertainty of the rough
timing setpoint as determinded with the pick-up antenna (see sec. 4.2) is about
± 1 ns, and the electron bunch length is typically 100 fs (rms). This restricts
the stepwidth of a fine timing scan to not more than 1 ps. Using typically 100
averages for every time step, a 2 ns long scan takes about 8 hours at a data
aquisition rate of 10 Hz. While a scan is conducted, several control variables
are monitored to assure the laser stability and the accelerator performance, of
which some are plotted in fig. 6.2. The most meaningful for the laser is the
inloop timing jitter (see sec. 5.1.5). It can be seen that it stays below 60 fs for
the complete duration of the scan. The center row shows the signal of the slow
phase detector which is slowly changing as for the timing scan the 1.3 GHz
reference is shifted against the 108 MHz reference of the slow phase detector.
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Figure 6.2: Inloop timing jitter (top row), slow phase detector signal (centre
row), and electron bunch charge (bottom row) during a fine timing scan. The
time t = 0 ps is defined by the overlap of the signals of the laser pulse and the
electron bunch as transmitted by the pickup antenna cable.

In the bottom row the charge of the accelerator as read out by a toroid near
the EO setup is plotted. It remains near the set value of 0.7 nC for the time
of the scan.

The data evaluation for the fine timing scan using the line array camera
equals the evaluation for the actual EO measurement. First, a background
spectrum IBg without light on the detector is taken (the camera background).
All further spectra taken are camera background substracted before further
evaluation. Next, an averaged reference spectrum IRef = Idet(Γ = 0) of the
unmodulated laser pulse is acquired from which the laser intensity ILas for
each channel can be calculated. Then, one hundred spectra of possibly mod-
ulated laser pulses are taken for each time step. The spectra are averaged,
and only the mean spectrum Idet,mod and the rms variation of the spectra is
saved. As only the intensity at the detector is accessible to measurements the
reference spectrum has to be taken for every setting of the angle θ of the λ/2
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Figure 6.3: Fine timing scan to establish the temporal overlap of laser pulse
and electron bunch. The stepwidth of the laser is 1 ps. A drift correction for
the plotted data is applied. The standard deviation is σ = 9.5 · 10−4.

retarder waveplate. Rearranging (eq. 2.91b) and omitting the background
term sbgILaser, the phase advance Γ is given by a channel-wise calculation of

Γ(θ, ψ = 0) = cos−1

(
1− Idet,mod

Idet
· (1− cos (−4θ))

)
− 4θ. (6.1)

The optimal λ/2 waveplate angle θ has to be determined experimentally
after the overlap has been found, the sign of the phase advance and the signal-
to-noise ratio depend on it. As an initial guess θ = 4◦ has been chosen as
for this angle the intensity of the unmodulated laser spectrum varies strongly
for small variations around θ. Only a central region of interest of about 45
nm width is regarded for the scan as at the spectrum edges the influence
of fluctuations grows. The phase advance is calculated for every time step,
averaged and plotted in fig. 6.3, where it already has been corrected for a slow
drift that is visible in this data set. The y ticks indicate multiples of the rms
deviation of the data with σ = 9.5 · 10−4 which originates from the averaged
shot-to-shot laser noise (see fig. 5.15). Analysing the spectra corresponding
to the few peaks exceeding the 2σ - proximity did not give hard proof of
EO modulated laser pulses. A general problem is that the contrast of the
modulated spectra over the unmodulated spectra is exspected to be very small.
This is mainly due to the mismatch of the laser pulse length and the electron
bunch length. Using longer laser pulses allows for less time steps and thus
more averages at every step. On the other hand, the fraction of the laser
spectrum that becomes modulated decreases as the chirp increases. With an
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electron bunch duration of 1/10th the laser pulse duration, the effect in the
spectrum is restricted to a corresponding spectral width, and the total effect
(by taking the mean modulation of each spectrum) lowers by a factor of ten.
Furthermore, it is possible to have a positive and negative modulation when the
near-crossed polariser setting is used, depending on the waveplate setting. The
optimal waveplate settings can only be established once the EO signal has been
found. Further scans with smaller stepwidth and shorter laser pulse duration
at different settings for the angle θ of the λ/2 waveplate need to be conducted.
This is a time-consuming matter as appropriate accelerator settings are needed
for long times (charge > 0.5 nC, strong compression) and can be ideally done
during user runs. However, with the now built-in thick GaP crystal there is a
chance of finding the temporal overlap in order to conduct the long-planned
electron bunch diagnostic experiments.
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Figure 6.4: Time calibration of the upgraded EO monitor. A series of spectra
was acquired with a temporal shift of 1 ps between successive shots. Left:
Phase advance (in a.u.). Right: Horizontal position of maximum phase ad-
vance over time shift.

6.2 EO at BC2

Bunch shape meaurements using the electro-optic bunch shape monitor down-
stream BC2 were conducted to characterise the impact of the changes that
were done after its initial comissioning (see sec. 4.3.3). These are exchanging
the 0.5 mm thick GaP crystal with a 5 mm thick one and adding more chirp
to the laser pulses by an additional piece of optical fibre. For details on the
timing search and the data evaluation refer to [12], the procedure is similar as
in sec. 6.1. Three anticipated effects of the upgrade are addressed by the mea-
surements presented in this section. First, the temporal window for electron
bunch analysis needs to be newly determined. Second, a higher phase advance
than with the thinner crystal likely occurs. And third, the possibly negative
effects of both changes on the temporal resolution need to be determined. The
issues will be taken care of in this order.

6.2.1 Time Calibration

As the chirp of the laser pulse was changed while its spectral bandwidth re-
mained unchanged, the mapping of the time information to the camera chan-
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Figure 6.5: Maximum phase advance of 30 successive shots for 6 different
charges, each. Purple: linear fit. The charge uncertainty is 0.04 nC.

nels changed and needed to be remeasured. A series of spectra was taken with
the laser pulse shifted with respect to the electron bunch by 1 ps between the
shots. The result is shown in fig. 6.4 on the left side. 18 successive spectra,
shifted by one step, are plotted above the camera channels. The light region
indicates the modulated part of the spectrum. For each time step, a gaussian
was fit for the measured phase advance was made, whose maximum position is
plotted over the camera channel (right). A calibration constant of 16.94 ±0.34

channels/ps or about 60 fs/channel is retrieved, changed from 28 channels/ps
before the chirp was changed. The usable temporal range of the monitor was
enhanced from 6.4 ps to 10.6 ps assuming the same usable bandwidth of the
spectrum (for an approach to ’usable bandwidth’ see 5.2.2).

6.2.2 Low Charge Ability

A series of measurements was conducted where the charge of the electron bunch
was lowered to test the low charge capabilites of the upgraded monitor (fig.
6.5). For six different electron bunch charges spectra were taken. The maxi-
mum of a gaussian fit to the phase advance is plotted over the readback charge
value from a toroid situated nearby the EO monitor for 30 spectra for each
charge. A linear fit plotted to the data crosses the origin whithin the measure-
ment accuracy. Note that the charge values have a considereable uncertainty
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as the toroid resolution is essentially reached for the lowest charge. The abso-
lute value of the phase advance is in gross agreement with the measurement
conducted with the thinner EO crystal shown in [12] and thus in disagreement
with the exspectation of an improved signal strength. This may be due to a
different accelerator setting - the compression is not specified in the formerly
taken data set - or due to a different data evaluation (for example, taking the
maximum of the data set instead of the maximum of fitted curves which equals
a smoothing). Another possible source may be systematic error, for example
might the effect of the velocity mismatch of the THz field and the laser pulse
enveloppe counteract the thicker crystal to a certain amount. Whatsoever the
monitor can be used for bunch length analysis for low charges as long as the
compression is high because the maximum spectral modulation is depending
on the maximum current and not on the integrated bunch charge. To improve
the signal-to-noise ratio it is then recommended to use many averages (100 or
more). It needs to be stated that finding the EO signal using a fine timing
scan was not possible at a bunch charge of 0.15 nC at high compression.

6.2.3 Electron Bunch Profile Measurements

In fig. 6.6 a measurement of electron bunches of differing length is shown. The
bottom picture shows a measurement with a phase of 13.6◦ of ACC39 which
corresponds to tits on-crest phase. In this setting the energy chirp of the
elelctron bunch acquired in ACC1 (which is operated off crest) is not altered.
This setting results in long electron bunches. The ACC39 phase has been
stepwise decreased to linearise the phase space and thus producing shorter
electron bunches after compression in the bunch compressor. The charge for
all these measurements was 0.58 nC, and thirty averages were applied, except
the uppermost one, where no averages are applied and the charge was 0.38 nC.
The error shown is the deviation of fit widths for successive bunches.

One goal in increasing the chirp of the laser pulses was to allow for the mea-
surement of on-crest electron bunches. As result of the time-camera mapping
calibration (sec 6.2.1) it was found that the usable time window for measure-
ments is now about 10 ps. This could be verified (fig. 6.6, bottom row). The
available spectral range for measurements is just large enough to allow for a
gaussian fit to determine the bunch length in this case. However, the signal
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Figure 6.6: Measurement of electron bunches of different length using the EO
monitor, 30 averages (blue), gaussian fit (red), ACC39 phase and rms width
as derived from fit.

does not drop to zero on the sides of the usable range due to the applied
normalisation. A single shot measurement might be only possible with higher
bunch charges. Also it needs to be stated that the electron bunches can be-
come even longer if BC2 is switched off or ACC1 is operated on-crest. Then
the electron bunches arrive at the electro-optic monitor with a rms width of 6
ps as they are delivered by the electron gun, and accordingly the current low-
ers, further decreasing the signal-to noise ratio. For these exotic accelerator
settings measurements can only be conducted with a high amount of averages.
In normal operation with applied phase space linearisation shorter bunches
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Figure 6.7: Measurement of electron bunches of different length using the
transverse deflecting structure (LOLA) (blue), gaussian fit (red), ACC39 phase
and rms width as derived from the fit for the same ACC39 phase settings as
in fig.6.6.

corresponding to the two centre pictures in 6.6 are to be measured. It is of
interest whether for these typical accelerator settings the EO monitor faith-
fully reconstructs the longitudinal electron bunch profile. Thus a comparison
measurement using the most precise longitudinal bunch diagnostic tool, the
transverse deflecting structure (LOLA), was done. To this end, all further ac-
celerating structures were operated on crest, and the second bunch compressor
(BC3) was turned off. In fig. 6.7, the current profiles as acquired by LOLA for
the same settings as for the EO measurement in fig 6.6 are depicted, together
with gaussian fits estimating their width (an inaccurate procedure chosen for
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consistency with the EO bunch langth measurement). The errors shown are
derived from the error estimation of the LOLA calibration. For medium long
bunches, the deviation from gaussian bunches is not too large, while for the
very strong compressed bunch (top picture) with its somewhat more structured
shape this is particularly imprecise. The peak current grows significantly from
the bottom plot to the top plot. Comparing the EO data and the LOLA data,
one finds the length equivalence indicated by the fitted gaussians is very good
for the lower three profiles, while the shape is only comparable for the two
centre ones (which represent typical accelerator settings).

ACC39 phase rms width by LOLA rms width by EO

13.6◦ 4.03(33) ps 4.0(5) ps
9.3◦ 2.65(30) ps 2.7(3) ps
3.6◦ 1.45(20) ps 1.4(1) ps
-0.4◦ 0.25(6) ps 0.6(1) ps

Table 6.1: Comparison of the electron bunch width as acquired by LOLA and
the EO monitor. The first ACC39 phase corresponds to an on crest setting.
The widths are derived from gaussian plots for comparability. For the origin
of the errors see text.

For a better comparison the bunch profiles as measured by the EO monitor
and by LOLA are plotted into the same graph in fig. 6.8 for the used ACC39
phase settings. The LOLA current profiles are plotted in blue (flipped to
have the leading part of the bunch on the right), the height adjusted EO data
in green. The temporal resolution of the electro-optic bunch monitor is not
sufficient to resolve the features of this short bunch, especially the steep leading
edge on the right. It rises from 10% to 90% in 250 fs. The corresonding edge of
the EO signal has a steepness of more than 1.5 ps. Estimating the resolution
of the monitor using the approximation formula ∆t ≈ 2.6

√
T0TC leads to a

value of 1.7 ps as the width of the shortest features that can be resolved using
the EO monitor. To further investigate this, the bunch shape reconstruction
by electro-optic spectral decoding was simulated for gaussian electron bunches
of different rms length. The laser pulse initial width was assumed to be 50 fs
(rms) (corresponding to the spectral width of 55 nm FWHM, and accounting
for non transform-limited pulses) and the chirped laser pulse width was set to
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Figure 6.9: Left: calculated phase advance including broaening through fre-
quency mixing (blue) for a gaussian electron bunch with 250 fs rms width.
The calculated phase advance has a width of 517 fs rms. Right: Broadening
factor by frequency mixing for input electron bunches of different width.

7.2 ps FWHM as measured for this setup. The broadening factor defined by the
rms width of the spectral decoding signal divided by the input electron bunch
length is plotted over the input electron bunch length. Applying the result
of this calculation to the measurement shown above, we find a broadening
factor of less than 1.05 for the second shortest electron bunch whose width
was determined to 1.4(1) ps rms by the EO monitor in accordance with the
LOLA measurement whithin erros bounds. For the shortest bunch we find a
broadening factor of ≈ 2.07, which explains the great discrepancy for the EO
and the LOLA width value. Interestingly, neither in the simulation nor in the
measurement there is a sign of oscillations due to frequency mixing present for
the shortest bunch shape reconstruction, in difference to the measurement with
the thinner crystal, where bunch features like a rising edge with a steepness
well below the resolution capability lead to strong oscillations in the EO signal.
Concerning the signal strength a comparison with the equivalent measurement
before the crystal exchange lead to grossly the same lower phase advances for
a given current [12] as already found in sec. 6.2.2.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

A robust ytterbium-doped fibre laser system with two amplifier stages has been
built and commissioned. Besides fullfilling the main specifications of a suffi-
cient pulse energy (> 5 nJ) and spectral width (>60 nm), the laser system has
proofed to operate with very low frequency noise (<200 fs integrated timing
jitter in [10 Hz, 54 MHz] when RF locked to the accelerator reference) and am-
plitude noise (0.07% integrated RIN in [1Hz, 100kHz] before gated amplifier).
The self-built laser oscillator is comparable with the purchased YDFL oscil-
lator in terms of optical specifications, reliability and remote controllability.
Through its staged amplifier design it is capable of delivering laser pulse trains
of widely varying energy, pulse length, and pulse train repetition rate. A range
of operating parameters suited for electro-optic spectral decoding experiments
has been found maximising the usable spectral bandwidth and pulse energy
while minimising the shot-to-shot variation.

A longitudinal electron bunch shape monitor using a commercially available
YDFL oscillator has been upgraded and electron bunch measurements where
conducted behind the first bunch compressor at FLASH. The usable time win-
dow for measurements has been expanded to more than 10 ps. The broadened
response to unresolvable short electron bunches (< 1 ps) was measured and
is quantitatively understood to be caused by frequency mixing. After the ex-
change of a defect EO crystal at the EO setup at 140 m, it seems possible to
start with electro-optical profile measurements of fully compressed bunches.
This is an important step towards a second robust electron bunch monitor,
which has originally been one goal of this thesis.
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From an accelerator physics point of view, the electro-optic bunch profile
measurements for fully compressed bunches are more interesting as these are
going to emit light in the SASE process. However, the temporal resolution of
spectral decoding setups may be not sufficient for short bunches as are now
often desired by FEL users and can not easily be improved as frequency mixing
becomes more problematic for shorter bunches. Historically, this approach has
been chosen as spectral decoding is rather insensitive to electron bunch arrival
time jitter. With the advent of the optical synchronisation system enabling an
arrival time feedback acting on the linear accelerator, the arrival time is now
stable on the order of 100 fs. Thus, different longitudinal diagnostic approaches
using electro-optical methods may be reconsidered. Electro-optic sampling
with its simple setup and possibility of balanced detection and high readout
rate (photodiodes instead of a camera) may be an useful choice. However, such
a setup requires short laser pulses (< 50 fs) that cannot easily be generated
by fibre lasers, so the stability of the laser system needs to be adressed again.

In general every diagnostic method or experiment that requires a temporal
overlap of the electron bunch with a laser pulse suffers from the problem of
establishing this overlap and maintaining it. Diagnostics are especially needed
when the accelerator needs to be set up again after a shutdown or a main-
tenance day. A diagnostic tool that first needs a stable machine to establish
this overlap seems of small value. Furthermore the need for ever shorter elec-
tron bunches itself and especially the taken route to it using decreasing bunch
charges makes it difficult to design electro-optic bunch diagnostics with a suf-
ficient signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, frequency domain diagnostic tools like the
CRISP4 THz spectrometer in combination with the TDS (for calibration) may
be sufficient for longitudinal bunch profile measurements, even though para-
sitic measurements are not possible with these devices.
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